From a
Close Bond
with Customers...

7K
000

Came the Closest Bond
in Cable.
Developing aclose bond requires understanding and
cooperation. Understanding your needs and
cooperating to develop effective solutions is our idea
of Customer Service.
Typical of this approach is our 14 Plus TM coaxial
cable. Building on T4 technology, T4 Plus addresses
the needs expressed by our customers: improved
handling characteristics, mechanical integrity, and
resistance to environmental abuse. 14 Plus, 100%
bonding (conductor to dielectric, dielectric to sheath,
sheath to jacket) provides improved performance
while utilizing standard connectors and coring tools.
TFC, where communicating with customers leads
to closer bonds. For more information, please call
800-TFC-CATV or write:

TFC

TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
CABLE TELEVISION DIVISION
358 Hall Ave. P.O. Box 384 Wallingford CT 06492
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Looking for acustom-made line extender
at an off-the-shelf price?
Broadband's new BLX Series line
extenders come with so many options,
you can end up with aunit that's virtually customized to your specs.
The BLX units use standard hybrids
and are available in 330 and 450 MHz
bandwidths, with gains ranging from
26 to 50 dB.
The BLX-PLUS models are equipped with Amperex power-doubler
hybrids for lower distortion specs and
increased output capability. They also
are available in 330 and 450 MHz
bandwidths, with gains of 30 & 35 dB
(330 MHz version) and 28 & 33 dB
(450 MHz version).

systems.
For ease in installation and maintenance the amplifier module may be
installed with the input on either the
right or left of the housing. And the
connector chasis may be replaced
without removing the coaxial cable
connectors in the housing.
Clean design, quality components
and thorough testing combine to deliver solid, trouble-free operation for the
long haul. High performance, flexibility
and reliability — all Broadband hallmarks — are built into every unit.

For additional information on specifications or pricing, call us toll-free at
Both versions are available with
800-327-6690. or write Broadband
one- or two-way transmission and with Engineering, 1311 Commerce Lane,
aerial or pedestal mounts. Cable pow- Jupiter, Florida 33458-5636.
ering is available for 30 or 60 volt

AUGAT BROUGHAM
Quality and Innovation
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Features:
• 330 & 450 MHz bandwidths
• 26-50 dB gains — you specify. (28 to 35 dB
gains for BLX-PLUS.)
• One- or two-way transmission.
• Standard hybrid circuitry (BLX) or Amperes
power-doubler hybrids (BLX-PLUS).
• Convertible 30/60 volt cable powering.
• Aerial or pedestal mounting
• Amp module can be installed with input on
fight or left of housing.
• System upgradable for different gains.
• Plug-in hybrids for ease of maintenance.
• Plug-in equalizers.
• Plug-in thermal network for temperature
compensation.
• Optional plug-in gas discharge tubes for
surge protection.
• Connector chassis replaceable without
removing coaxial cable connectors in housing.
• 30 dB test points eliminate need for probes.
• Compact, durable die-cast aluminum housing.

it's the only
way to steal...
when you use a
TONER lockable cabinet
Total security begins with TONER SUPERSECURETM lockable
cabinets. The best protection for your CATV and PAY TV
system equipment. From an assortment of in-stock
cabinets there is an answer to your every need.
Call for our free brochure today! See what
TONER lockable cabinets are all about.
You'll be glad you did.

CALL TOLL-FREE
CABLE EQUIPMENT, INC.
969 HORSHAM ROAD •HORSHAM, PA. 19044

WorldRadioHistory

In Pennsylvania: 800-492-2512
All Other States: 800-523-5947
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catatorial
Carl Schmauder
PRESIDENT OF CATA
You see, there is a vast difference, at times,
between what people think they said, or meant, or
agreed to, and what is actually put down on paper.
This is especially true when it comes to things like

f

legislation. The best examples come from the experiences we continue to have regarding the interpretation
of the Copyright Law. The folks who are now
reading the law so totally literally (when it comes to
benefiting the copyright holders), and so totally
based on their presumption of what the drafters

THE

meant (when it comes to ruling against the cable
industry) are having afield day with the law — they
are bending it to their notions of what should be
done, regardless of what the intent was, so long as
they can stretch the actual words of the statute to fit
their desires. Thus we get interpretations such as the
one that says; if acable operator carries asignal for
one day during asix-month pay period, he must pay
for the carriage of that signal for six months, even if
his subscribers are not able to see the copyrighted
works for which he must pay! And we get original
interpretations that say that "LPTV" stations are
"distant" signals under the Copyright Law, despite
the absurdity of such aposition — in that case they
were forced to back off because the literalism
approach used was just so far out. But the point here

fErETElt
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n
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syou have been reading in these pages in the last
few months, it is going to be some time before we all
know what the new federal cable law really means.
This is aprocess the cable industry went through in
1972 when the FCC's major rules for cable
television came out, and, again in 1976, when
Congress wrote the new Copyright Law. So it is not
anew experience. It will, however, in all likelihood,
be just as frustrating.
4
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is that they were able to make such an argument in
the first place!
What has all this got to do with the new federal
cable law? Well, from now on we are going to be
treated to awhole bunch of different folks telling us
what the law "really" means! It has already started.
Two of the folks who were very deeply involved in
drafting the bill on the House side are travelling all
over the country to seminar after seminar, convention upon convention, telling us all what the bill
"really" means. There is amajor problem with this
from CATA's point of view. They were not the only
ones involved in writing the new law. We know of
other drafters, both in the House and in the Senate,

FEBRUARY, 1985
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who dispute what is now being declared as gospel!
What's of even greater concern is that folks like Jim
McKinney, of the FCC, who will be responsible in
the first instance for interpreting some of these laws
and implementing them, has said that he is meeting
with, and being briefed by, some of these staffers on
the Hill to get aclear picture of what "Congress
meant" so that he can go about implementing that.
Well, one thing we know for sure, Jim, is that your
job is not to implement what some particular folks
say "Congress meant", but implement the law as
written. The "what does Congress really mean"
game can go in lots of different directions, depending
on whom you talk to! We recommend that everyone
widen the circle of folks who are doing the interpreting about this new law — if we don't, there is going
to be avery warped perception of what some of the
provisions of the law are. We have been badly
burned by the "intention" versus "letter of the
law" game in the area of Copyright. In that arena the
Copyright Office has used the "letter of the law"
approach to make some very questionable rulings.
CATJ STAFF
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Diane Howard
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Karl Poirier
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ate for the industry, or the press, or especially the
FCC to rely on the statements of any single group of
"drafters" of the law to say what "Congress"
meant. Congress, after all, is alot more than just the
folks in one office who participated in the drafting
process. This, by the way, is not to say that those
folks are saying anything "wrong" — they did one
heck of ajob, and deserve lots of credit — but their
perception of what that bill now means is just that,
their perception. Others have different perceptions.
And once the ink dries everyone's opinion is equal
until the Court speaks!
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THE CABLE TECH'S FILTER COOKBOOK

e 22
o•

EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON
PAY-TV TRAPS
SOME TEST RESULTS
By: Terry Owens
Glyn Bostick
MICROWAVE FILTER
COMPANY, INC.
LAST TIME

y ast

time (CATJ January,
1.41985) we gave some test data
showing the effect of temperature
swings on Pay-TV trap notch
attenuation.
THIS TIME
We show the effect of moisture
ingress into the trap on signal
leakage from the trap case and on
video notch attenuation.
SUMMARY OF MOISTURE
TESTS
Moisture ingress into the trap
tends to decrease video notch
attenuation and to increase case
leakage.
TEST SPECIMEN AND
PROCEDURE
Remember that this series of
tests being reported are on the
cylinder-form of Pay-TV traps
which has become more or less
the standard in the industry. For
the moisture tests, we chose a
channel 7Pay-TV trap from three
manufacturers. We chose specimen
having measurable leakage so
we could detect leakage changes
as moisture was applied.
PROCEDURE WAS:
I. Measure the "dry" leakage
level
2. Force air through the trap
while immersed in water. The
6
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80PSIA air is forced into the trap while it is immersed. Allow 5minutes for air
captive in output connector to leak out. Thereafter, steady stream of bubbles
predicts reduced notch and increased leakage under conditions of high humidity.

Tubular Pay-TV trap. This form is becoming the industry standard.

purpose of this test is to
predict ingress of moisture
under high humidity conditions.
If continuous bubbles are detected, ingress is likely — in
proportion to profusion of
bubbles.

FEBRUARY, 1985
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3. Traps were immersed in
water for one hour after
which notch loss and case
leakage were remeasured.
4. Traps were immersed in
water for 24 hours and notch
loss and case leakage measured.

Frequency Response of Sample A, dry

Frequency Response of Sample E, dry

Frequency Response of Sample A, wet

Frequency Response of Sample E, wet

SOME CONCLUSIONS
Only tentative conclusions can
be drawn, due to the small number
of samples available. We wanted
to test the same model from each
manufacturer. We also wanted to
select asample with measurable
case leakage. Given these specifications, the number of qualifying
samples were limited.
TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS
ARE:
1. Samples with detectable case

leakage are susceptible to some
degree of moisture ingress.
2. Samples exhibiting continuous
bubble flow are susceptible to
moisture ingress — in rough
proportion to profusion of the
bubbles.
3 Samples that exhibit no bubble
flow probably wilt suffer little
or no notch change and little
case leakage.

ADVISORY
If you want to make asimple
test which will predict low case
leakage and little notch deterioration under rain or conditions of
high humidity, do the "under water"
pressure test. No bubbles =relatively
safe.
Note that case leakage increased
when wet. This correlates with
comments from the field that higher
system leakage levels are logged
during wet weather.
FEBRUARY, 1985
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TABLE I
Mfr. Code

Dry

1 Hour Immersion

Notch (Db) Leakage *
A

70

-59

24 Hours Immersion Forced Air Test

Notch

Leakage

Notch

Leakage

69

-58

68

-58

No bubbles

2

-51

Heavy bubble flow

12

-49

Bubble Flow

E

65

-61

15

-56

G

58

-64

20

-60

A minimum case leakage standard of -65db was proposed
(See CATJ December, 1984 and September, 1984)

NEXT TIME
We'll run some tests which
simulate shock (from dropping)
and aging (temperature cycling to
simulate several years of seasonal
change).
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Resonant chamber for testing case leakage of Pay-TV traps (see CA Ti December
1984. and September 1984 for detailed description of this apparatus).

Thanks to Carol Ryan for editing
and "getting it all together."Chris
Bostick for the sketch, Jack Gaffield
for the water tests, and David
Sherman for the multiple leakage
and notch loss tests.

Instant Relief From...

FILTERS

Earth Station Terrestrial Interference
...Is Just a Phone Call Away!

FOR EVERY CATV/MATV NEED
MFes Catalog C/80 is now the industry
standard. This 40 page volume describes
over 400 different filters addressed to
specific CATV/MATV problems- from exotic channel deletion filters to lowly video
pay traps.
Have a one-of-a- kind problems no one
else has been able to solve? We can handle that too, with custom filters designed
specially and shipped fast to meet your
needs

;11'

Most of our standard filters are
available in ten days or less, and our
WATS line telephone consulting is free.
Over 3500 cable systems consult us for their operating needs, in
cluding Group W, Cox Cable, Warner Amex, Viacom, and ATC,
name a few. Join them, for fast solutions to your specific problems.
CATV/MATV engineers cannot afford to be without this tr(4 ,powerful
problem solver. Write or call for C/80 toll free today.

WATS toll free: 1-800-448-1666
AK/H1/NY/CAN collect: 1-31 ,
:137-3953
US

ASK FOR DEPT. J184
Got a problem now ?
Ask for our CATV Consulting Engineer!

1111.

MiCROWAVE FiLZER COIT1PriflY,

8

CATJ

inc.

Do
you
have
"sparklies" on the
pictures—or even
"wipe-out"? Don't
know what to do
next?
111A61111
We have the soluThe Victim
tions. MFC offers
the industry the only complete arsenal
of products and services specifically
designed to combat TI. You're not alone
with your problems: we've helped companies such as US Satellite, Star Video,
Link Communications, even Showtime
clear "impossible" sites.
Call now and ask for the free TVRO
literature package, which consists of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

fast Syracuse. N.N. 1103'

Mr=
iihriowav.
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Field Service Team
in Action

Catalog MTV/82 — Over 80 Exclusive Filters
FG182 — Trouble Shooting Guide
TISI84 — TI Seminar Description
TASP — Quick Office Site Analysis
FSI84 — On Site Field Service
ASTI Brochure — a 12 page condensation of
our 250 page ASTI interference handbook.

Got a problem right now? Call our
WATS line for free consulting.

Microwave Filter Co.
674:1 Kinne Si.
Dept. 1184

Some of Our 80 Ti Filters

ii.z

COMMIW.

inc.

ASTI TI Handbook

6743 Kinne Si., East Syracuse, NY 13057
Toil Free 1-800-448-1666
TWX 710-541-0493
NYINIIAKICanada (Collect) 315-437-3953
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NAME
COMPANY

CABLE TV SYSTEM
SUPPLIER

OTHER

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
PHONE
TITLE MANAGER
CHIEF ENGINEER
CHIEF TECH

INSTALLER

BUSINESS OFFICE

ALL OF THE ABOVE (CHECK PRIMARY FUNCTION)
OTHER

SIGNATURE
DATE
$22.00 Enclosed for 1 Year
$60.00 Enclosed for 3 Years
CANADA/MEXICO SUBSCRIBERS: Add $4.00 per year to rates given above. All other
Foreign Countries add $8.00 per year to rates given above. Special handling arranged
upon request. U.S. CURRENCY ONLY DRAWN ON A U.S. BANK.

Mail to:

CATJ Magazine
Suite 106, 4209 N.W. 23rd
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73107
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Detection and
4.

Correction

Date
Location
How Corrected
Probable Cause
Remarks

SIGNAL
LEAKAGE LOG
This Signal Leakage Log satisfies the requirements
of the FCC Rules and Regulations, Part 76, Subpart K,
Paragraph 76.610(d). Although the log is intended for
recording cable television signal leakages in the
Aeronautical frequency bands (108-136 MHz and
225-400 MHz), it may be used by cable system
operators to record all system signal leaks and insure
an effective on-going signal leakage detection and
correction program.
When using this log for recording signal leakage in
the Aeronautical Frequency Bands, the log sheet
must remain in the file for a minimum of two years.
F

$10.00
FOR
5 PADS

NAME
ADDRESS

(cannot accept P.O. Box)

COMPANY
CITY
STATE

ZIP

QUANTITY (SETS OF 5)
AMOUNT ENCLOSED

Each pad is three hole punched

•Check must be enclosed with order

for easy insertion into abinder.

CATJ
4209 N.W. 23rd,Suite 106
Okla. City,Okla. 73107
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1984 Record of Success
for an Industry Leader

SOLD
TELEVISION CABLE CO.
:Serving Giddings, La Grange, Weimar,
Schulenburg and Hallensville, Texas

e

The undersigned repreumed the seller m due trans
&coca The nonce appears as a',met or record only

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

an Lincoln Come •$401 W. IConnedy

Tampa Florida WOW •linen.«

January. 1984

January, 1984

$12,000,000 Senior Secured Debt
Due 1992
Harbor Vue Cable TV, Inc.
and
Rung Commurucanons, Inc
The undersigned represented the honower• a, this
transaction Thu nonce appears as
matter of record
only

FIRST CAROLINA
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
N B acquired

SOUTH-WESTERN CABLE TV, INC.
Sernng over 2120) base and 98.026 pay
meson/awl m soudnweetem M111013

The undenagned represented the seller m this tans
action This nonce appears as •matter of record only

February eel

Sold

Sold

Clover Cable TV Inc.

Oldham County Cable
Television Company, Inc.

Serving the city of Clover. South Carolina

Secano Oldham County and the communes
of LaGrange. Cregwood and Orchard Grass
Mils Kemocky

The undersigned represented the seller in th,
transacten The rron. appears as a matter of
record only

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY
AS,TOCIATES
WI 19,0098 Corder •5401 W. Comedy Wed.
Temps. Fronds 33809 •813/87734344

COMMUNICATIOMS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

T. larder:reed represented the seller in rho
traassgron This notice appearq
,n.ittor
record on

COMMUNICATIONS

tçtUrne

851 Lb.. Grow •5401 W. Zonnittly
Terme.s, Florida 33808 •813/8778844

ASSOCIATES

ASSOCIATES

Hare

$20,000,000
Senior Secured Debt
Comm Management Inc.

Sold

Montgomery Cablevision.

Sold

Jones Intercable of
North Carolina

Inc.

nsleated roinsany of
Adelphla Communications Corp.

Southern Connecticut
Cablevision

has acquire.. assets or
Telecable of Montgomery County. CO.

Serving portions of Kansas. Nebraska.
Mosoun and Iowa.

Serving Red Spruno nttabethtown, Farm,
Pembroke. Raeford. sod St Pau.. North Carol.:

Serving Bndgeport. Stratford. Wocclbndge
Fairfield. Orange arid Milford. Connecticut

Serving one, 5200 nave ano 5300 pay subscribers in
Ambler Watemarsh Whapain Lower Gyvmedd and
Springfield TrAyndup. Pennsylvania

The undersigned represented the borrower .
this transaction
roarer appears as a
matter of record only

The undersigned represented the buyer m ir:.
transecnon Thts nonce appears as a matter
record only

The undersigned acted as an adygor to the
Seller in this transaction This maser appe
as a matter of record only

The unders,med represented tIre seller In Ins
nanes on the nonce appears as amaner ul record
only.

e

(0, 1'11 "Nr. 11k

COMMUNICADONS
EQUITY
—
ASS(XIATES

A partnership affiliated with

Cablentertainment, Inc.

tQl 11)
,
'1,r)(1 \II

,

sank IS

Slay. i984

Sold

Sold

Louisiana Cablevision

Sennng over 22,000 base and 6.000 PsY
subscnbers m Atlantic City and Bngantme N '

Serving DeCiumcy. Elton. Lake Arthur,
Kinder. Oberlin, Vinton, Welsh and Westlake
Louislana

The undersigned represented the se.. •
this transaction This note° appears
manee of record only

The undersigned represented the seller in
itus transaction This nonce appears as a
manee of record only

e

COMMUNICATIOMS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

has xquired the assets of

Atlantic Coast T.V.
Cable Corp.

e

COMMUNICATIONS

,

Clear Caole Television Corp.
Iras Bete acquired by

and
Neffs Cable Service Company, Inc

Bellaire Antenna Systems, Inc.

Serving Bellaire. Neffs and Glencoe. Olie
The imdersigned represented the seller m
tins transaction This nonce appears as a
matter of record only

e

e

Clear

Caole T.V. Associates

a limited partnership managed by

Adclohla Communications Corp.
Servelgover 57 000 basic and 26.000 pee
subsormers eTome River, and 15 other conliguov.
cornruernes nOcean County. N
The undersigned represemed the wrier in Mrs
trans,,on This nonce appears as amatter of
rt r
nnly

e

COMMUNICAllOnS

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATION',

EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

EQUITY
AS.C1C VtT ES

EQUITY
Akisre WES

EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

Sold

Sold

Storer Communications, Inc.

Deltona Cablevision

Marlin Cable TV Co.

Sernett over 3300 base and 5000 PaY
subecnbers in Radnor Pennsylvania

Serving be community cl Deluge in Vora.
County. Honda

Serving Marlin

The undersigned represented the seller In the
tr./moan This nooce appears as amaner
of record only

The enderbatted represened the buyer tntha
trantocure the nonce appears es aboner of
remad only

Sold

$45 000,000
Senior Secured Debt

Storer Cable T.V. of Radnor, Inc
a wholly owned subsidiary of

e

CcTriterioCcrobrls
-

The underanned rentesented the settet Cae
carman, Mlle nonce appears as amaner of
record only

Clear T.V. Cable Associates
Tie uncierareerd aced as aImancral consultam to
the borrower nua nonce appears as amane/ or
record eoly

e

`K \I 0

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY
ASSCIC IMES

MOM
—
ASSOCIATES

has been arranged for

IQl I11
V ,00( I

ASSOCIATES

,

0

o

le lee

June laaa

Sold

Sold

Sold

Certain assets of

Television Cable Co.
›rettnp New Strewn and ButImgron Kansas
The underegned represented the seller in M.
trenseeson Ilus nonce appears as amatter
of record only

COM^ll OKOrKYtS
1.151 lIS
A`irl)( 1
,
\11

Warner Amex
Cable Communications, Inc.
Serang over 2OM basic sutecnters in the
communmes of 1mmokalee LaBelle Port LaBelle.
Hendry County and Collier County Flonda
the undersigned represenrrd the seller o dui
transaction This nonce appears as amaner of
record only

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

Sold

Certain asse. al

Group W Cable

Bayou Cablevision, Inc.

Serving orrer 6.333 baso and lASpey to erba:ntera
m Plareaoon. fiando

Serena ever 4.« lame arbaenbers
Alabama

The underegned represented the seller r
ths transaction ma notee appears as amane,
or record only

ma undereerred represented the setter in dus
transact. The norm appears as amanor of
recap grey
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Mete °runty.

e

COMMUNICAMIS
EQUYIY -ASSOCIATES

$3,500,000

Sold

Subordinated Debt and
$1,000,000

Osceola Cable TV
nr
rid

Dealt heacisain

ibrittsBiningredreprecented Member al
daneamon 1Inna mere
moat only

Greater Media Cablevision Inc.
an affiliated company of Greater Media. Inc.
The proceeds yell be used to corearvo acepie
•
,.leasen system pass. 27 003 homes.
...,rem Oakland Caunry »cragse
undersnmed represented Greater Meole
densen Inc mtha transacnon ma nonce
;ears as amaner of record only

Franklin.Simpson Cablevision, Inc.
Tennessee Videocable, Inc.

Midwest Cable, Inc.

e

Sold

American Cabiesystems Corporation
of Virginia. Inc.
and

American Cablesystems Corporation
Tennessee, Inc.

of

•,nnng over 53:Obese and 1.6C0 peplo aubaenters
•St Paul Lebanon and Haulm,. Vtrneua and
NI.,Jntain Ob. Tennessee
underemed represented the seller
neraceon ma nonce appears as amane:
°NY

e

.rtinno LW) tear
mbentert
, e Oimanche. Texas
Pie undermined represented the seller
na ttanramon.n. nonce appears as amatter
',cord CelY

e

EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

The underegned represented the sere,
this notee appears as ameter of rer,

COMMUNICATk ,..

COMMUNICATE
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

MUM'
ASSOCIATE ,

Sold

Midwestern
Company, Inc.

COMMUNICATK),

Servan more than 4000 base and 4900 pay,
,ntecnbers a Franklin Ltyermore Calleun
Freda-el:erg Cloverpon and lievesalle Kenner,
Wrote House Tennessee and Rockport Ind.oa

The underagned acted as afinancse consul.,
'hntnrrower /be nonce appears as aman ,
, ,ortil only

AWYIATES
retie

Certain Assets of

Kentuckiana Cablevision, inc.

has been arranged fOr

colMefickno,,

Sold

Sold

$3,600,000
Senior Secured Debt

Capital

Partnership
has been arranged for

Sold

EMCO CATV, Inc.
Granville Cablevision, Inc.
,ryab over 7ECO base and 2577 Pay r
and around Manchester Sen..

,,,ncnbers

.1, alders:toned represented the seller m
transact., 'Menem appears as amatter
•"nord only

•

commagno,

COMMUNICATIQMS

AsenriATES

Assocùires

Television Cable Co.
Serena De Queen Arkansas and Woes Cm
Oklahoma
re undergone represented the miler e
tranmenon ma mom appears as amane,
of record orty

e

COMMUNICATIOrtS
EQUITY

jrry

ASSOCIATES

-net :961

Morgan County Cablevision, Inc.
has been sold
to a Partnership formed by

Paradigm Communications, Inc.
Serving over 2E00 base and 1250 pay Y nabecnhera
n Wartburg Oakdale and Morgan County Tennessee
,dersagned represented the seller u,
•tansenon ma ncnoe appears as amane,

Sold

$3,000,000
Preferred Class A Stock

First Indiana
Cablevision Corp.

Gulfstream Cablevision of
Pinellas County, Inc.

,nang se:ambers In lasonal/e. Inclana
cnn undertqned represented ate seller
•, transom= ThsrldlOP artrearsasa mare,
re,rd only

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

e.

Cn.mn f
,nda

7-e• undersexed represented GoBstream Cablension
PNellas County beadle transacnon Din notice
trnears as amatter of record only

COTIMUNICATIOMS
EQUITY
ASSOC IATtIS

Sold
Times Mirror Cable T.V. of
Riverside County, Inc.
•.rvag 3220 base and I150 pay Y smbscnbers m
..ne Marlene Her Spnngs Sunnymead Morenc and
i
,roundug unacorp3rared areas of Peered« C
undersagned represented the seller a
transacnon Thus nonce
record only

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

COMMUNICATORS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

'beet.. eel

Sold

Sold

Sold

Group W Cable

Highland Beach
Cable TV

• .ng4 450 base and 3600 pay sutecnbers e new
r• Roney and Safety Harbor Flonda

Swung the city of Hieland Beach Florida

'.• underegned represented the buyer tn
•ransacnon
nonce appears as amane,
t, 'nerd only

The undersigned represented the seller a the
transact=
nonce appears as amatter of
record only

ma

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

Sold

Certain assets Of

Cablentertainment of
West Virginia
nino 17 427 bate and 5054 pay suliecrhers
KO, Rarenevemi Medium. Pont Pleasant Mount
ti ioe Alder,. and Wine Sulphur Somme Wee
rognas and Preeonburg Kennel,
-....underegned
,tanseten
,,ord only

represented the seller
ndee appears as amane,

COMMUNICATIONS

COMMUNICATIONS

EQUITY
AsscriATES

EQUITY
assnCIATES

Certain asceta of

Group W Cable

Serang 27789 baser and 8.140 pay eunbersarrbe
:ornmunmes of Eaoanaba. Iron Mounter. Ironwood
Calumet and Sault 0e Mane Merugan
rbe underegned represented the eller
the
anseten The nonce appears as amatter of
,,eord oNy

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

beers.

$3.000,000

Senior Secured Debt

Sold

Sold

Sold

Ciulfstream Cablevision of
Pinellas County, Inc.

B. E. Cablevision, Inc.

Florida Clearview, Inc.

Times Mirror Cablevision of
San Bernardino County, Inc.

Arteassion of New Pon Motley and Ssiely Hartor.
Marta wrong 4.450 ham and IMO pay suleonbass

1525 base subecnbes In Blue Earth and
Ei
mer, Minnesota

..rvIng cable, y sot:centers e Trenton and atener
nda

1,nnng 8.500 base and IMO pay subscnbers at
Viclorville and George Alt Force Base. Caldonea

The undefeated rememmed the doer at
this nenraction ma mom spanner& men«
of record only

undersegned r
Me buyer a
'reread. The nonce appears as amatter
record only

COMMUNICATIDNs
EQUITY

urtersigned represented the gene, e
transaction Tho mom appears as amane,
,cord Ode

COMMUNICATIMS

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

Murry
ASSOCIATES

ASSOCIATES

ea.

uk.ceereet red

$6,000,000
Senior Secured Debt
has been arranged for

Terrestrial Systems, Inc.
communtner through., Central CaLlorne
•• undersagned represented the borrower a the
.nsecten rus nonce appears as amatter of re, r

e

COMMUNICATIONS

EQUITY

arerY LAMS

Sold

Nantahala
Cablevision Corp.

Murfreesboro
TV Cable Co._

71-c underegned represented the seller a the
•ransamon Tlus nonce appears as arnaner of
rec-ord only

.

—rnng Murfreesboro Arkansas
undersagned represented the seller a the
assaction ma nonce appears as amaner of
, e-orcl only
.
1.

e

4

CommorieXtenS
r.eiNN — ASSOCIATES

December. 11111

Sold

.
,
nrrerg Bryson Cry and Robbeealle North Garda.

underagned represented the ºIler m the
'ran...
eppears as amaner of record

Sold
Cerra: n aseets of

American Communications
and Television, Inc.
Sennng a800 base and ISCO pay sutecnbers a
Alachua. Hen Spnngs Branford Cues Gay.
Cherie.' Mranopy. McIntosh. Reddek and Marron
County. Flonda
The underegned represented the seller e rho
rransaction llus nonce appears es amatter of reCOrd
only

COMMUNICA1

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUITY
ASSOCIATES

irrv
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I
NTRODUCTION

As Europe enters the Satellite
Cable television age on a large
scale, a completely new set of
challenges are presented to the
cable operator. It is an unfortunate
fact that, while the sciences of
cable television and satellite transmission are quite well understood,
they are, for the most part,
understood by two distinctly
different groups of people. It will
fall on the CATV engineer to fight
through the maze of unfamiliar
interface problems. These problems will typically present themselves in two forms: "NEW
TECHNOLOGY" and "NEW
HARDWARE". Both forms of
these problems will require new
understandings, techniques, and
equipment in order to be properly
addressed.
As we pursue an examination
of the potential interface difficulties, it is perhaps useful to separate
them into two categories of
SIGNAL RECEPTION, and
SIGNAL PROCESSING. As it is
also impossible to adequately cover
all potential interface difficulties
in anything less than a multi
volume library, only the more
commonly encountered areas are
addressed herein.
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CATV TRANSITION
TO SATELLITE
DELIVERED
SIGNALS
By
Karl Poirier
Vice-President-Engineering
Triple Crown Electronics Inc.

SIGNALPART
I
RECEPTION
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

Under the heading of Signal
Reception, we find that the most
common problems will concern
the understanding of
a) Level Dynamics
b) Antenna Pointing Error
c) Interference and Noise
d) RF Distribution

INTERFACE
PROBLEM
(A)
LEVEL DYNAMICS

The problem of "Level
Dynamics" is an example of the
"NEW TECHNOLOGY" aspect
of cable via satellite. In most cases,
the reception of television signals
has been by VHF or UHF antennas,
of AM modulated carriers. Level
variation in received signals at
these antennas often involved tremendous variation from day to
day with linear, predictable

FEBRUARY, 1985
WorldRadioHistory

results to the receive noise performance. Thus atechnician, observing
adramatic variation in performance, could usually, on testing,
locate adramatic, corresponding
variation in receive signal level
(Fig") In satellite television, the
effect of FM improvement causes
a much different relationship
between receive carrier level and
end performance, particularly as
we approach threshold levels.
First; an examination of FM
threshold: FM threshold is normally defined as the point on the
received level curve where the
C/N vs recovered S/N depart
from linear coincidence. This
definition of static threshold is
normally displayed as agraph (Fig.2)
showing apoint at which areduc-
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DEFINED PEAK
LEVEL

POORLY DEFINED
PEAK LEVEL

\ AM TV SPECTRUM
FM TV SPECTRUM

ii

h

1
11 1.

Ill.-Allan,

FIG. 3

To further complicate matters,
the Satellite antenna requires
careful orientation in two planes

(elevation and azimuth) at a
A satellite in Geostationary orbit
satellite which, although geostation- is not stationary, but rather tends
ary, is not necessarily stationary.
to wander due to imperfections in

OW THE ODDS ARE

THREE TO ON E
IN YOUR FAVOUR!

In tiis high stakes fieftl of cable and low power
television, you can bet on us -/he odds are three to
one
we have the equipment you need. The combined
Cable Power, DBC and Triple Crown product lines
cover almost every aspect of CATV and LPTV. Whether
your system is big or small, the Triple Crown group will
pay off with degendaole performance -our track record
proves it! Chocsing our products isn't agamble, odds
are you'll become aTriple Crown winner!
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FIG. 4
SATELLITE STATIONKEEPING BOX

the orbit. The satellite operator
controls the position so as to keep
the satellite within an allowable
window or "box". An example of
typical stationkeeping is the

Telesat Canada ANIK C satellite
which is maintained within a"box"
of approximately 0.15° azimuth
and 0.1° elevation. (Fig.4) While
the satellite is always within this

box, the Cable operator normally
has no way of knowing if it is
centered, or at an extreme limit at
the time of TVRO installation.

• ADDRESSABLE SYSTEM PRODUCTS
• TRUNK, DISTRIBUTION, LINE &
APARTMENT AMPLIFIERS
• BROADCAST TRANSMITTERS
AND TRANSLATORS
REXDALE, ONTARIO - (416) 241-2651

• CATV STANDBY POWER SUPPLIES
IN 2, 3or 4 BATTERY MODELS
• NON-STANDBY POWER SUPPLIES
REDMOND, WASHINGTON -(206) 882-2304

•
•
•
•

PREPACKAGED CATV HEAD ENDS
SATELLITE TELEVISION RECEIVERS
TV & FM HEAD END COMPONENTS
LINE & AI)A1:1TIVIEIVT AMPLIFIElqS
MISSISSAUGA, ONT. - (416) 629-1111
DEERFIELD BEACH, FLA. - (305) 429-0870

Cable
Power
TRIPLE

CROWN
FEBRUARY, 1985
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STATION BOX

30dB Contour

--)

CENTER OF BEAM
FIG. 5
POINTING ERROR PLUS BOXING ERROR

SATELLITE
STATIONKEEPING BOX
If we apply some numbers, we
can more easily observe this
phenomenon. A 4.5m TVRO operating at 12GHz within afootprint
of 42dBW should have acarrier
to noise ratio of approximately
21dB C/N or approximately 55dB
Video S/N.
This is assuming clear skies,
and the antenna beam centered on
the satellite. We will assume,
(Fig.5) that the above mentioned
TVRO 4.5m antenna has been

a year, and the stationkeeping
engineering applies orbit correction,
the satellite will begin to drift
westward. Some time later, as much
as two weeks, the satellite will
have moved as much as 0.18°.
Recalling that the 4.5m beam width
is 0.4° (3dB) and 0.75° (10dB,) the
system may now suffer as much as
6.5dB reduction in input signal.
This reduction will cause, at best,
aS/N reduction to 45.5dB. This
effect can be made more serious
by normal day to day fluctuations
in downlink power (typically -J
-

1dB) and other unaccounted
improperly aligned at 0.4° east of variations. Depending on the
the satellite, and is delivering a available C/N ratio, and the
quite acceptable 52dB S/N.
dynamic loading effects on receiver
If, at this time, the satellite was threshold, this drift could cause
near the extreme easterly edge of threshold noise or even total loss
the box, as happens several times of signal!

16
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POINTING ERROR PLUS
BOXING ERROR
The circumstances which lead
to clear sky fading are common to
all satellite transmission systems,
however, they are much more
apparent in KU transmission.
There is, in fact, only one cure for
this problem.
The cure:
1. The antenna mounting
must be solid enough to
maintain stability within
0.2° over expected environmental conditions.
2. The operator must acquire,
from the satellite operator,
the information as to when,
exactly, the satellite is in
"center Box".
3. The antenna must be
precisely peaked on the
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TELECOM

ANTENNA MUST BE LOW TO AVOID TELECOM
BUT MUST HAVE CLEAN LOOK TO SATELLITE

mized or avoided.
In the battle against unwanted
noise and interference, the primary
weapons include;
Hardware selection
Antenna design & construction
Antenna installation location

affecting interference is the antenna
sidelobe performance. Although
the basic sidelobe performance is
a fixed function of antenna
diameter, it is comprised primarily
by the type of feed system employed. The ratio of the feed

Hardware selection for noise
performance involves the low noise
amplifier/converter, and the

blockage area to the dish area, and
the symmetry of the blocked area,
contribute to increases and deviations in sidelobe performance. The
ultimate in sidelobe performance
is the horn antenna which has no

antenna-gain. It should be noted,
however, that while the low noise
amplifier affects noise only, the
antenna gain will affect both noise
and interference performance. It is
therefore always better to invest in
antenna size rather than LNA
temperature.
The most significant parameter
18
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feed blockage. Prime focus antennas with single feed are the
most efficient of the front feed
designs. More complex feed
arrangements such as cassegrain
or multibeam feeds have pro-

FEBRUARY, 1985
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gressively poorer sidelobe performance and should be avoided if
possible.
The antenna location can be
designed to employ, (rather than
suffer from) nearby structures as
part of the overall noise and interference protection. The natural
tendency by CATV engineers to
put antennas on high structures
should be avoided, and antennas
should be placed as low as possible.
Nearby structures can provide
shielding (Fig.7) provided that
they do not, themselves generate
noise by placing heated areas into
the beam path. With the exception
of those areas requiring very low
look angles, most antenna installa-
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tions can be optimized for both
antenna noise and interference
protection.
INTERFACE PROBLEM (D)
RF DISTRIBUTION
As most satellite reception in
Europe will be KU band, the
problems of high frequency distribution within the head end are not
so critical as with 4GHz distribution. Most distribution will
probably be in the 950-175MHz
region, with some lower frequency
(270-770MHz) usage. The most
likely encountered problems
involve signal loss, power dividing,
and interference reception. Unlike
the reception problems, RF
distribution difficulties are usually
totally controllable. Of primary
concern is cable and hardware
quality, and installation technique,
both under the control of the
engineer. The distribution of signals
in the 270-1750MHz region involves hardware only recently
available. In most cases, this frequency band is too low for microwave technique, and the hardware
consists of lower frequency technology which has been pushed up
in frequency. In this approach, we
lose the natural high pass characteristic of the stripline technology, and are more prone to low
frequency interference. Typical
power dividers for 1700 MHz
may pass signals as low as 10MHz.
This provides a clear path for
receiver local oscillators which
are typically below the low frequency limit of downconverted signal
band.
The distribution of such awide
band of signals at arelatively low

FOR
HONE
ABLE
TV
I
800 LBS.
WIDTH
24

"

NO LAWN RESTORATION
157 SENECA CREEK RD., BUFFALO, N.Y. 14224

e
Sold
COLDWATER CABLEVISION
INCORPORATED
Cable Television System Serving over 5,000
Subscribers in Coldwater, Bronson, Quincy and the
Townships of Batavia, Bethel, Bronson, Coldwater,
Girard, Kinderhook, Quincy and Ovid, Michigan
The seller was represented by the undersigned

C

im

CHARLES GREENE ASSOCIATES

A Division of AMCOM Inc
III Building E Suite 200
5775 Peachtree-Dunwoody Road, N.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30342
(404) 256-0228

This notice appears as amatter of record only. December, 1984.
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frequency, can lead to slope level
problems. In carrying the 9501750 band on cable from downconverters to receiver, we find
that the slope ratio is in excess of
0.7:1. This means that the band
will acquire 3dB of slope for every
10dB of cable employed. It becomes quite a simple matter to
present a receiver with a level
difference of 12dB between highest
and lowest channel.
When use of downconverter
frequencies below the 950-1750
band are considered, we must be
aware of the potential for interference from terrestrial sources
such as UHF television broadcast.
As seen earlier in the examination
of level distribution, these sources
can be much higher in level than
the satellite signals at the receiver.
PART II
SIGNAL PROCESSING
The recovery and processing of
satellite transmissions involves a
"NEW TECHNOLOGY" problem. For the most part, cable
television engineers are unfamiliar
with wide band frequency modulation, and also in the handling of
very low level signals. An example

INTERFACE PROBLEM #1
SIGNAL & NOISE LEVELS
For the most part, the parameters of carrier to noise and
eventually signal to noise, are
controlled at the system design
stage. Once antenna diameter and
LNA temperature are established,
noise performance can not be
improved without significant tradeoffs. It can, however, be degraded
through mishandling of antenna
pointing or location as examined
earlier. To properly examine this
function, we must take one step
back from carrier to noise, and
examine the function of gain over
temperature (G/T), for it is this
parameter which defines the overall
performance capabilities of the
system.
It is defined as:
Gain of antenna
over
noises accumulated in the
reception process.
The gain portion of the equation is comprised of "G" which is
defined as: Theoretical Gain of the

antenna, multiplied by the Actual
efficiency of the feed system (%),
minus signal losses (such as feedof this is the fact that all received horn waveguide losses, feedhorn
signals normally employed by a match to LNA etc.) (Typically
head end can, without processing, 1
dB). An example of "G" for a
be applied directly to atelevision 4.5m antenna at KU band would
receiver or monitor, and be ob- be:
served. In other words, the CATV Theoretical maximum gain 55dB
technician can normally connect 60% efficiency
=52.7dB
this television directly to the receive misc. losses (1dB
=51.7dB
antenna to test received quality.
(nominal 52dB)
With satellite signals both the
The temperature portion of the
level and the format are unsuit- equation is comprised of "T" which
able for observation.
is defined as 10LOG
(Tsys).
20
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TSYS -system temperature is
comprised of: noise figure of first
amplifier plus noise temperature
of antenna (a function of diameter
and elevation) plus miscellaneous
noises (feedhorn, waveguide, etc.)
TLNA +TANT +TMISC
An example of "T" for a 4.5
antenna in Toronto aimed at
ANIK C, with alow noise converter of 3dB noise figure (289°)
would be:
3dB LNA
TLNA 289° K
4.5m @ elev. 27° TANT 24° K
Misc. noises

TMISC 20° K
333°K

"T" = 10LOG i() (333) =25.2dB
G/T = 52 - 25.2 = 26.8
The resultant value for G/T
establishes the maximum performance capability of the system.
Although the calculations are
elaborate, the net result can be
stated as:
S/N=G/T+EIRP+BN+FMI+PL-K
Where S/N is THE VIDEO
SIGNAL TO NOISE
RATIO
BN is THE IF BANDWIDTH
FMI is THE FM IMPROVEMENT + WEIGHTING
PL is THE PATH LOSS
K is BOLTZMANS CONSTANT
(-2 2 8 .6 D B W /
°K/HZ)
It should be noted that the only
item in the equation which can be
altered is the noise bandwidth.
Unfortunately, BN also appears in
the FMI equation in an inverse

manner. (le reducing if bandwidth
doesn't help apoor G/T situation)
For most applications, the
formula can be reduced to;
S/N=G/T+EIRP-F
where F=approximately 5dB for
10.75MHz deviation
@ C band.
=approximately 20dB for
8.5 Mhz deviation @ KU
band.
thus; for most 12GHz TV
applications,
Video S/N=G/T+EIRP20 (approximately)
If the S/N result of this equation is
not adequate, nothing less than
improving G/T will improve the
situation significantly. (no allowance has been included for rain
fade tolerance in this clear sky
calculation.)

that it may comprise video as well
as many individual FM subcarriers.
The overall system poses aparadox,
in that a wide bandwidth is required for recovery of high frequency sidebands, while anarrow
bandwidth is most desirable for
noise performance. Noise performance can, in fact, be artificially
improved, at the expense of high
frequency performance. This is
often done in low grade, or DBS
applications, but is not suitable for
cable television, where further
system degradations are to be
introduced. If we examine the
classic S/N vs C/N equations, we
can see that, unlike other param-

INTERFACE PROBLEM #2
RECOVERY AND
DEMODULATION
Assuming that through good
planning, and proper installation,
we have provided a signal of
sufficient carrier noise ratio, we
must now recover the video and
audio information from the signal.
certainly the demodulation of
wide-band FM will be new to
most CATV engineers, for it contains elements not encountered in
normal terrestrial FM transmission. The first item encountered is
very wide deviation, in the order
of 7-11MHz peak. This results in a
modulation bandwidth in the area
of 26-30MHz ,.and necessitates a
wide recovery bandwidth. The
modulation is also complex, in

eters, receive bandwidth is applied
in both the "S" and the "N"
portions of the calculations; as
signal in the S/N equation, and as
noise in the C/N equation. The
most difficult problem associated
with recovery of these types of
signals is in maintaining the linearity of a discriminator over this
very wide bandwidth. Many of
the systems designed for satellite
reception are aimed at the DBS or
limited reprocessing application,
wherein significant non-linearity
can be tolerated. These forms of
processing, designed primarily for
low G/T applications, perform
their function quite well, but the

Sold
DBL CORPORATION
d/h/a
SHOWCASE
CABLEVISION SYSTEMS
Serving
Buffalo Gap, Merkel, Roscoe, Tuscola,
Nolan County and Taylor County, Texas

E AE
AMCOM

The seller was represented by the undersigned

C

N.E.

CHARLES GREENE ASSOCIATES
Division of
Inc
Building
Suite 200
5775 Peachtree-Dunwoody Road,
Atlanta, Georgia 30342
(404) 256-0228

This notice appears as amatter of record only. December, 1984.
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recovered video performance often
falls short of CATV requirements.
No amount of "Threshold extension" will compensate for an initial
lack of acceptable G/T performance, or poor wide band linearity.
This holds true more significantly
when the extra deviation of high
level subcarriers or energy dispersal
signals are added. The equations
for S/N performance, while adaptable by bandwidth variations, do
not normally address the high
frequency linearity problem, which
is much more significant when the
transmission of video is involved.
The first step is, however, the
development of an acceptable S/N
performance, from which asatisfactory linearity performance can be
obtained.
In this observation, we have
been dealing with static threshold,
which is an interpretation of the
FM effect under single FM modulated carrier (IE VIDEO) conditions.
A more subtle effect which comes
into play is that of dynamic
threshold reduction. This effect of

d113
[per ‘sue

head start on the G/T and
interference problems.
2. Precise Antenna Alignment;
Remember that the larger
antenna has more potential
for pointing error or change.
3. Maximize Antenna Installa-

loading of the system by auxiliary
subcarriers can artificially degrade
the receiver threshold point by 14dB. Thus, areceive system with a
static threshold of 8dB may appear
to be thresholding at 9-12dB C/N
under several high level additional
subcarriers. This problem is ahigh
frequency deviation effect, and its
cure involves a combination of
increased receiver C/N as well as
increased IF bandwidth; two items
which normally have been traded
off against each other in the S/N
calculation. The only solid solution
is to select an antenna LNB
combination which will deliver a
C/N well above the dynamic
threshold point.

tion; This can provide interference relief as well as ease the
RF distribution problem.
4. Select high Performance
Receive electronics. "DBS"
type stretched performance
equipment will not suit CATV.
5. Study the techniques and
theories of microwave and
FM transmission; This is the
key to successful transition to
satellite delivered signals.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:
—NOISE CONSIDERATIONS
IN THE ANIK C SATELLITE
PAY TV DISTRIBUTION
NETWORK. Fred Smart, Telesat
Canada.
—DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
FOR EARTH STATIONS TO
OPERATE WITH ANIK C3
SATELLITE. Telesat Canada. o

OBSERVATION
As mentioned earlier, apaper
of this length can only highlight
the most common area of potential
difficulties. We can, however, from
these few examples, derive some
guidelines which will minimize
the possibility for problems.
1. Select the largest practical
antenna: This will provide a
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PROGRAMMING NOTES:

E

ven if you don't understand
the rating vernacular on
television reports of viewers participation, it will be easy to
grasp that Turner Broadcasting's
cable superstation WTBS drew
the largest prime-time audience of
its history with its presentation on
Jan. 13 of "THREADS", the
grim and very realistic Britishproduced film on nuclear holocaust. According to the reporting
services, WTBS drew 2.7 million
television homes for an 8.3 rating
(percentage of television households) with an eleven share
(percentage of sets in use) in the
33.1 million homes receiving
WTBS. There had been extensive
publicity announcing this presentation and obviously the cable
audience responded. An extra-

THE NASHVILLE NETWORK, 22-month old cable TV
service, is now reaching 24 percent
of U.S. television homes, and reporting alarger rating during prime
time than during the last reporting
period, another positive figure!
SHOWTIME/THE MOVIE
CHANNEL is finalizing plans to
assume the distribution of 269,980
QUBE subscribers, currently operated by Warner Amex Cable Communications. QUBE subscribers
order movies available up to six
months before their pay-cable release, and SHOWTIME/THE
MOVIE CHANNEL could soon
start delivering movies to these
QUBE systems via satellite replacing the present videocassette
delivery method now used by
Warner.
o

ordinary production!
Sport fans will be happy to hear
of ESPN's plans for covering
sports events this year — it has
been reported that college baseball
games will be shown, as well as 15
tennis events. The tennis coverage
will include the extensive Davis
Cup tournament, beginning March
8, and originating from Kyoto,
Japan.
As a result of a promotional
free preview weekend late in the
fall, HBO and Cinemax reported
adding 138,000 new subscriptions,
which served as an encouraging
factor to this pay cable giant. A
similar free weekend promotion
was held last spring, but the fall
promotion attracted 44 percent
more new subscribers than the fall
pitch.

FCC'S
NEW AERONAUTICAL
FREQUENCY AND
SIGNAL LEAKAGE RULES

C

able television engineers and
technicians are, or should be, familiarizing themselves with the FCC's
amendment of its rules governing
cable system use of aeronautical
frequencies (108-136 and 225400 MHz) and signal leakage
prevention. The new rules require
standard frequency offsets, and
address threshold power levels,
leakage performance tests, monitoring and logging, basic signal leakage criteria, and grandfathering

"It's
on time
or free."

(FCC Second Report and Order
in Docket No. 21006). If you use,
or intend to use these frequency
bands, you'll eventually have to
comply with the new rules which
may require headend modification and quarterly signal leakage
monitoring. No one knows when
the new rules will take effect but
the FCC will be putting out a
Public Notice on the matter next
month. Petitions for reconsideration have been filed with the FCC.
FCC.

It's a simple promise. And PTS,
the world's largest independent
electronics repair facility, is the
first to make it. On time or free.
At any of the 15 PTS Servicenters
nationwide.
For your free copy of the PTS
Express Service Pak, including
terms and conditions of the "on
time or free" guarantee and PTS
warranty, contact PTS today.

dilet
E7
P SRESS
MRTER
PTS CORPORATION P 0 Box 272
47402 t
8121 824-9331
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Any pay (scrambled) channels,
such as HBO and MTV, have
been broadcasting stereo from their
satellites for several years.
Thus, expected market penetration of stereo TVs and the
popularity of standard and pay
channel broadcasts in stereo will
inevitably prompt subscribers to
request stereo capabilities from
operators. This means operators
will have to offer MCS decoding,
or at least the capability to pass
stereo audio through aconverter/
decoder.

MCS BENEFITS
In essence, multichannel sound
is the delivery of off-air stereo
audio as well as second audio
programming throughout the
cable system. An important
feature of the new MCS is this
secondary audio programming
(SAP), which can be transmitted
simultaneously with stereo audio.
Oak's SIGMA Three takes
stereo one step further by offering
digital stereo audio for pay
channels. This is made possible by
Oak's proprietary signal security
technology, Sound-In-Sync digitized audio encryption.
Stereo can be accommodated
in one of two ways: through a
stereo TV's baseband input or by
connecting aSIGMA Three converter/decoder to astereo system
amplifier in homes where the
television receiver is monophonic.
This second approach is attractive
since most subscribers own home
stereo systems. This encourages
subscribers to request a SIGMA
Three unit rather than purchasing
an expensive stereo TV.
In addition, SIGMA Three's
bilingual capability enables either

if

I)

of two independent audio tracks
(user selected) to be fed to the
baseband or RF outputs. For
MCS, the same user-selectable
controls will cause SAP to be fed
to the outputs. SAP will be an
important feature for operators
who service customers whose
primary language is not English.
In these cases, SAP will enlarge
subscriber base and provide excellent
revenue opportunities because programming, and especially commercials, can be offered in another
language.

newer, more sophisticated converter/
decoder boxes and by enlarging
subscriber bases through
the SAP option. Modifying aheadend to fit MCS specifications means
only a minor investment when
one considers how these changes
could effect overall revenue generating possibilties. Clearly, the
opportunities MCS can present to
operators should not be overlooked.
For more information contact
Douglas E. Howe, marketing
director, Oak Communications
Inc., 16516 Via Esprillo, Rancho
Bernardo, Calif. 92127. (619
451-1500.

ACCOMMODATING MCS
AT THE HEADEND
Accommodating MCS at an
operator's headend will require
modifying equipment for each channel offered, so that the channel
can transmit the MCS signal.
Presently, this necessary
technique averages about $1,000
per modulator. These prices may
drop as "do-it-yourself' kits are
offered, so implementation costs
are expected to drop even further.
These costs assume that the
MCS signal is encoded at the
programmer's end. If the cable
operator directly receives an MCS
signal via satellite, it is likely that
the signal won't be MCS encoded.
And thus, encoding the signal
could cost more. A less expensive
alternative would be for an
operator to pick up achannel that
already has been encoded by a
local broadcast station.

WESTERN SHOW
NEWS RELEASE
In offering both stereo and
secondary audio programming
(SAP) resulting from its multichannel sound (MCS) decoding
capability, SIGMA Three, as part
of the SIGMA System family,
incorporated Oak's Sound-InSync, adigitized encrypted audio
security technique. This technique
makes it the most secure product
available in the industry, according
to Marketing Director Doug Howe.
"SIGMA Three fulfills the need
for subscriber equipment that must
handle the growing multichannel
sound requirements of stereo and
SAP," Howe said.
"The new product facilitates
delivery of multichannel sound
programming in-channel. Plus,

with baseband audio outputs, the
unit allows cable subscribers to
take advantage of the multichannel sound capabilities of new
Accommodating MCS can mean model stereo TV sets," he said.
potentially greater profitability for
The MCS feature in SIGMA
acable system through the use of a Three processes two audio >-

MCS MEANS NEW
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
CABLE OPERATORS
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channels to provide bilingual or
stereo sound options to subscribers.
"The SAP gives MSOs the
option to transmit an additional
audio track, such as another
language such as Spanish or
Chinese, at the same time the
original stereo audio signal is
sent," Howe said.

Subscribers can conveniently
select the desired language track
through the set-top keypad or
with SIGMA's remote control
handset.
For televisions with monaural
sound, SIGMA Three acts as an
adapter by feeding left and right
baseband audio channels directly
into the subscriber's stereo system.

NOT ONE
TOWER FAILURE

SIGMA THREE

PRODUCT
BACKGROUND

INTRODUCTION
The addressable SIGMA Three
unit features digital stereo audio
and multichannel sound (MCS)
capability for receiving stereo
broadcasts from pay services and
general broadcast stations. These
features make SIGMA Three the
most sophisticated of Oak Communications' home terminal units
for converting and decoding cable
television signals.

Virtually anyone with a
hardware store welding set and a
bunch of pipe can "claim" to be atower manufacturer. When you specify your CATV tower, you should
consider the long-term reputation of the supplier, the
number of towers he has standing, and how long he has
been providing service. WESTERN TOWERS has supplied
hundreds of CATV towers from coast-to-coast; up to 600
feet in height. WESTERN TOWERS has been in the
communications-supply business for 36 years. We
guarantee all materials and workmanship.
WESTERN TOWERS is one of the largest suppliers of
CATV logs in the nation. There are WESTERN logs on
CATV towers today providing quality service today that
were installed over 15 years ago! Our log-line-up is complete and the prices are difficult, if not downright impossible to beat.
Before you specify a new CATV tower or CATV antennas,
check around. We feel certain our knowhow, reputation,
and experience...and our prices...will make you a
WESTERN customer for life!

vvWESTERN
W,
915/658-6539
324 W. 26th Street
SAN ANGELO, TX • 76903
26
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STEREO TELEVISION
MARKETPLACE
Accommodating stereo is becoming a purchase specification
in new systems because of the
penetration of premium audio broadcasts. While many pay television
broadcasts have been transmitted
in stereo, television sets with
stereo capability remain highly
priced. Now that the major networks and the Public Broadcasting
System (PBS) are adapting to
stereo broadcasts, the consumer
demand for stereo televisions will
increase.
The Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) is investigating the transmission and receiving
technologies required for stereo in
cable. Even if the FCC does not
rule in favor of "must-carry".
cable systems will be under increasing pressure to provide subscriber
access to stereo and MCS signals.

ti

MCS-based home terminal equipment such as SIGMA Three will
be required.
While stereo televisions have
been recently introduced and will
comprise the high end of the
consumer television market,prices
are expected to drop within the
next two years, making stereo
television readily available to the
typical consumer. Without a
converter/decoder with MCS
capability, many cable subscribers
will not be able to take advantage
of stereo.
STEREO ADAPTER
To prepare for the expected rise
in stereo broadcast popularity and
to accommodate the televisio
viewers demanding stereo recept
ion, SIGMA Three offers MC
decoding technology. SIGMA
Three also conveniently connects
to a subscriber's home stere
system amplifier, providing viewe
with monaural televisions wit
stereo program audio. This mean
that stereo capability to subscribe
can be offered with monaura
television sound simply by install
ing SIGMA Three.
This option is attractive t
subscribers who are not in need o
anewer, more expensive televisio
set. And, because it is addressable,
SIGMA Three's stereo outpu
capability can be controlled from
the headend, providing more
flexibility (and potentially more
revenue) for the system operator
SOUND-IN-SYNC T"
DIGITIZED AUDIO
ENCRYPTION
Additionally, SIGMA Thre
incorporates Oak's advance
Sound-In-Syne digitized audi
encryption technique, making t

i
t

one of the most secure systems
available in the industry.
SIGMA Three enables cable
television system operators to
provide stereo sound for all
channels while protecting pay
television channels with Sound-In
-Sync.

decoded audio tracks are output
at baseband. The viewer who
tunes to a SIGMA scrambled
channel with stereo audio receives
a digital audio stereo output.
Viewers of clear channels, such as
those offered by the major networks, receive the decoded MCS
in the television industry standard
MCS DECODING
SIGMA Three provides stereo adopted by the FCC in the spring
in two ways. After demodulation, of 1984.

Messed Up.

Dressed Up.

CWY created away to make tangled, inefficient multiple dwelling
enclosures orderly, secure and easy to service. ..the revolutionary
new Omni-RackTmsystem.
The Omni-Rack system's unique panel and rail design means
quick and easy auditing and subscriber status changes. Leads are
fixed and labeled permanently—no dangling leads or missing
labels. Service personnel save time, so you save money.
The Omni-Rack is just one example of how CWY has been serving
the cable industry with unique, cost-effective solutions for more than
25 years. CWY carries a complete line of products from the industry's top manufacturers. ..and goes other suppliers one better
by continually developing new products to increase your efficiency
and productivity.
Plus, our customers know they can call our toll-free numbers and
get in touch with some of the industry's top designers and application experts: professionals who can solve your problems, no matter
how large or small.
Application assistance. Product innovation. Plus acomplete line of
equipment and supplies. For further information, call or write today.
Not just supplies. Solutions.

CWY

ICIMMUICEEM
P.O. Box 4519—Lafayette, IN 47903
Call Toll Free: 1-800-428-7596—Indiana: 1-800-382-7526
FEBRUARY, 1985
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In addition to the system's stereo
capability, SIGMA Three provides
asecondary audio program (SAP)
channel. With SAP, a program
can be received from the headend
in two languages. The subscriber
controls the language output
through abutton on the set top
converter/decoder or through the
SIGMA remote control unit.
SUBSCRIBER FEATURES
SIGMA Three's subscriber features are compatible with Oak's
SIGMA One converter/decoder.
These features include:
• Remote control handset operation from 30 feet or more
• Electronic parental control
feature, which allows parents to
prevent viewing of unsuitable
channels

• Favorite channel memory
• Last-channel recall
•Variable-rate scanning between
television channels
• Remote volume control
The remote control features
can be downloaded from the headend, which enables the cable
operator to provide them as
revenue-generating options.

Because SIGMA is addressable,
changes in service can be made at
the headend, eliminating the need
to send service personnel for each
change. This provides the customer
with more efficient and convenient
service, in addition to being less
costly for the cable operator.
Each of Oak's SIGMA units
are tested extensively, from quality
inspection during manufacture to
high-temperature testing of the
finished product, to ensure hardware reliability.
SIGMA Three is fully compatible with SIGMA One. Therefore,
SIGMA Three can be offered to
subscribers who desire stereo or
bilingual programming, while
providing SIGMA One to those
subscribers who are not interested
in stereo.
o

10 DAYS FACTORY
REPAIR SERVICE

Send your Sadelco Meters direct to the factory for repair.
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• 10 work-days, in-out service

Trade-in any make SLM . . .we will allow a liberal discount
towards the purchase of any new Sadelco Signal Level Meter.

Sadelco

, Inc.

75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631 201-569-3323

General representative for Europe: Catec AG, HABSBURGERSTR 22, 6003 LUZERN. TEL.041-559275 TELEX: FICOM 78168
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CATJ Congratulates
Glyn Bostick

Senator Barry Goldwater, an amateur radio enthusiast, recently sought
the advice of Microwave Filter Company Inc., on aquestion he had about

CATJ is proud to announce that
Glyn Bostick, president of Microwave Filter Company, Inc., has
been named second vice president

his two antenna systems.
The case was his vertical and beam
antennas were connected to separate
equipment and he wanted to interchange between setups by remote
control rather than manual switching.

of the newly formed Hudson Valley
Chapter of the Society of Cable
Television Engineers.
He was installed into office and
was also guest speaker at the first
meeting, October 16, at the Holiday
Inn, Fishkill. Mr. Bostick spoke
about Cable Networks for Generating Outside Sales.
As officer, he will help organize
the chapter and will assist any
interference problems faced by
members of the organization.
Mr. Bostick, founder of MFC
and regular technical author in
CATJ, has been designing filters
for the suppression of interference
in cable television systems, industrial and defense communications
equipment and satellite earth stations since 1967. He has authored
many technical articles, holds several patents and is asenior member
of the Society of International Electronic and Electrical Engineers.
CATJ is pleased that this outstanding engineer has been given
leadership and acknowledgement
among his peers and extends our
wishes for a successful term of
office.
Even though the following relates to an amateur radio buff but
certainly not astranger to the cable
television business, operator, one
Senator Barry Goldwater, CATJ
felt this was an interesting story and
certainly one that pointed up the
credibility that Glyn Bostick holds
within the electronic industry.

MFC, among other specialties, produces inline coaxial relays for radioantenna interconnection. With the help
of an applications engineer, adiagram
was drawn and proper equipment
selected to meet the objective.
"I've known about MFC for many
years. It's avery well known company

CATJ reports his letter and the
follow-up as it was given to us:
November 9, 1984

among many people in the communications industry. It's one of the most
outstanding companies Iknow of in

Gentlemen:
Having received your catalog on
inline coaxial relays, I'm going to
have to turn to you for some help
and advice.

this field," said Senator Goldwater.
"I know people who have used MFC
equipment and have also read about it
in trade journals. When Isent for the
catalog, Iliked what Isaw," he said.

Ihave two antenna systems, one
abeam and the other avertical. I
use the vertical with one transceiver
and two different receivers, all
controlled antenna-wise by ahand
switch. My other rig is aKenwood
930S, which Irun into my beams.
What Iwould like to do is to be
able to run the 930S into the
vertical or the transceiver and receivers now on the vertical into the

"I operated a MARS station for the
Air Force. During that time over 300,000
telephone patches were made with the
troops in Southeast Asia," he said.
"I had two large antenna systems

the station made their own equipment."
"The station went out of business
when the troops went home. Whatever
equipment the Air Force needed it
took back and surplus was donated to
schools. Iwas left with my beam and

do that. Iknow that some place in
that catalog there is something that
will do this, but Ihaven't figured it
out, so I'm asking your help. Naturally, Iwould like it remote con-

vertical antenna," said Senator
Goldwater.
"I put in hand switches to use both
antennas, but Iwanted them remote
controlled," he said.
Senator Goldwater, who is chair-

trolled and Iwould not want to put
any part of the switching assortment
outside on any of the antennas. I
would like to control it all from
inside.

Sincerely.
Barry Goldwater

refurbish his amateur station that was
used as a Military Affiliate Radio
System for 18 years.

that needed constant switching. Members of the organization that operated

beams. Icannot quite figure out
from your schematics how Iwould

I'm enclosing alittle sketch of what
I've been talking about.

Senator Goldwater found he needed
the equipment when he decided to

man of the Senate Communications
Committee, has been a Ham Radio
operator since the age of 13.
MCF custom produces filters for
processing signals in the cable, microwave and broadcast television markets.
It offers a range of antennas and
accessories for Ham radio. Consultation and seminars on suppressing and
avoiding interfering signals in the
microwave television industry are also
among MFC services.
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The Magnavox CATV
Mobile Training Center
is headed
in your direction.

T

he CATV industry is experiencing inordinate growth with rebuilds, upgrades, ever-expanding
bandwidths and constantly advancing technology. And while this
growth is welcomed, at most cable
systems there frequently isn't
enough time—or personnel—available to train new employees,
especially field technicians.
Because Magnavox CATV is
committed to the CATV industry,
we felt there was apressing need
to train and upgrade job skills for
30

CATJ

cable personnel. That led to the
Magnavox CATV Mobile Training
Center which is headed in your
direction in 1985.
Since our first Training Seminar
in 1981, thousands of CATV
operators, technicians and other
staff members have completed
our three day program. And they're
more capable and more proficient
because of their training. They're
better, more productive employees
who can trouble-shoot and solve
technical problems faster and more

FEBRUARY, 1985
WorldRadioHistory

efficiently. (To keep your signals
clear and your subscribers content.)
For non-technicians, our Seminars are an excellent way to
develop abetter understanding of
the hows and whys of the technical
side of your cable system.

WE BRING OUR TRAINING
CENTER TO YOU
We're the CATV industry's only
mobile Training Center, which
means that we can cover the

country with many Training Seminars. This is beneficial to you
because we bring our training
expertise and state-of-the-art equipment to a location near you so
you'll save the time and expense
involved with traveling.
At each location, we use a
proven combination of classroom/
"hands-on" learning methods. In
our 45 foot trailer, small groups
will work with equipment typical
of your CATV system, with instructors who are cable veterans.

YOU'LL ENJOY
"HANDS-ON" EXPERIENCE
IN OUR FULLY-EQUIPPED
TRAILER
Magnavox's custom 45 foot
trailer is filled with equipment
that simulates your CATV system.
You'll find a36 channel headend,
two 8-amplifier cascades, bench
and field sweep equipment, field
strength meter, spectrum analyzer
and more.
Students have "hands-on" experience at solving problems that

OUR THREE PART COURSE...

Part I: Basic Theory
System Overview
Ohm's Law
c1 -13 and dBm V

Spectrum Allocation
Headend Equipment
Transmission Line
Connectors
Cable Parameters
Amplifier Operation
Splitters
Distribution Devices
Distortion Paramaters

Part II: Practical Application
System Design (How and Why)
Return (Set-Up)

System Maintenance
Sweeping Cable Systems
System Measurements/Spectrum
Analyzer
System Records
System Sweeping/Picture
Documentation
Bench Set-Ups
Bench Testing
Connector Installations

Part III: "Hands-on" Training
The class will be divided into small groups which spend time
learning more by using actual equipment, typical of your cable
system, in our 45 foot trailer. Sweep equipment, the field strength
meter, and capabilities of the spectrum analyzer will all be used.
Students work on two 8 amp cascades and learn more about
diagnosing and trouble-shooting problems without disrupting
subscriber service.

MOBILE TRAINING CENTER SEMINARS FOR 1985
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

SAN JOSE,CA
WASHINGTON,DC"SCTE SHOW"
SAN ANTONIO,TX "SEMINAR"
DENVER,C0
ST.PAUL,MN
NCTA-LAS VEGAS,NV
DETROIT,MI
SYRACUSE,NY
WORCHESTER,MA
ATLANTIC CITY,NJ
GREENSBORO,JC
WESTERN SHOW

(2/6-8)(2/11-13)
(3/4-6)
(3/13-15)(3/18-20)
(4/10-12)(4/16-18)
(5/1-3)(5/6-8)
(6/2-5)
(7/10-12)(1/15-17)
(8/7-9)(8/12-14)
(9/11-13)(9/16-18)
(10/2-4)(11/11-13)
(11/6-8)(11/11-13)
(12/4-6)

arise in a cascade. Participants
work with visual displays of distortions for both test equipment and
television sets. A student creates a
distortion, then varies the levels.
This enables the student to see
exactly what happened, why it
happened, and how it can be
prevented or solved. The cascades
duplicate an actual cable system
in operation.
Students analyze problems the
instructors have created, make
adjustments, and resolve the
problem—all without disrupting
subscriber service. Because there
are never more than 15 students
working in the trailer at one time,
each participant receives personal
attention.

INFORMAL CLASSROOM
SESSIONS ROUND OUT
THE TRAINING
The classroom training is an
informal setting where students
are encouraged to participate.
Working with the course syllabus,
students will study CATV theory.
The instructors use their years of
field experience to expand this
theory with actual problems and
solutions. A more complete description of the classroom program is
found below. Please refer to it for
additional information.
OUR EXPERIENCED STAFF
IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE.
AFTER HOURS, TOO
In addition to the time our
Seminar staff spends teaching
students, our instructors stay at
the Seminar site and are always
available for personal discussion 1FEBRUARY, 1985
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during coffee breaks, lunches and
after hours.
The professionals who run the
Training Seminar are veterans who
have spent many hours in the field
trouble-shooting and solving technical problems. The instructors
work with the course syllabus and
draw on their rich and very interesting field experience to create situations the student must correct.
Participants are taught—and encouraged to develop—creative
problem-solving skills. More advanced students benefit from high
technology information.
STUDENTS SHOULD COME
PREPARED TO EXPAND
THEIR CATV KNOWLEDGE
With "hands-on" participation
and training by experienced professional technicians, students are
challenged to work to the best of
their abilities. Because the equipment we use is typical of your
CATV system, your technicians
develop familiarity and expertise
that comes in handy for troubleshooting.
The Magnavox CATV Training
Seminar is truly a learning ex-

perience. (It is not a product
presentation disguised as atraining program.)
SEMINAR PARTICIPANTS
ENJOY THEIR LEARNING
EXPERIENCE
The unique format that our
Seminar uses is challenging, exciting and interesting. The informal
atmosphere is comfortable and
encourages student participation.
While the typical Magnavox
CATV Training Seminar participant is usually afield technician
with six months to two years of
experience, operators, marketing
personnel and other staff members
of your cable system benefit from
our "hands-on" training.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO
YOUR RESERVATION
We anticipate the opportunity
to meet you and to help you—and
your staff—develop the skills and
competence your CATV system
requires. We are sure you will find
the Magnavox CATV Training
Seminar a good investment for
your cable system.

I'm looking forward to "hands-on" Training at the Magnavox CATV
Training Seminar. I've enclosed my check for $300 (per person)
which includes my tuition, syllabus, lunches and coffee breaks.
Location of Seminar you'll attend
Date of Seminar

Your name

Title

Your company

CATV Phone

Address

City

State

Zip

HOW TO PARTICIPATE
Because each Seminar is limited
to amaximum of 30 students, you
are encouraged to register as
quickly as possible. Registration
will be closed for each session
once the maximum of 30 participants have registered.
Tuition for the 3-day Magnavox
CATV Training Seminar is $300
per student. Your fee includes
classroom and "hands-on" training, the course syllabus, lunches
and coffee breaks. While hotel
reservations at each location have
been reserved, you are responsible
for your own accommodations.

HOW TO ENROLL IN THE
TRAINING SEMINAR
Please complete the registration
form and mail it, with your check,
to the address printed on the form.
If several people from your cable
system will be attending, please
photocopy the application form
and have each individual complete
his or her copy.
You will receive all the information you require after we have
processed your registration(s). We
look forward to working with you
at the Magnavox CATV Training
Seminar.
Complete your registration
form today and mail it, along with
your check or money order
(payable to Magnavox CATV) to:
Laurie A. Mancini
Mobile Training Center
Magnavox CATV Systems, Inc.
100 Fairgrounds Drive
Manlius, N.Y. 13104
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We Didn't Lower Our Standards,
We Just Lowered The Price
INTRODUCING
THE
AGILE 24SC
The

cost of broadcast quality
premium programming just went
down, thanks to Standard
Communications' new Agile 24SC
satellite receiver. Descended
directly from the performanceproven Agile 24S, the SC is a rock
solid, frequency synthesized
receiver designed to work with
our LNBC 24-A low noise
amplifier/block down converter,
which minimizes UHF interference
and eliminates the need for long
runs of expensive cable.
Other features include:
E Composite and baseband video
output

An unclamped switch tor
decoder input

E Simple adjustment
E An internal tracking filter pot
and fine tuning control for
each transponder to insure
peak performance and
minimize terrestrial
interference
El An easily accessible I.F. circuit
for simple installation of
microwave terrestrial filters
El Synthesized second L.O.,
effective AFC circuit and a
temperature stabilized
dielectric resonator oscillator
(DRO) for drift free operation
And to top it off, the
Agile 24SC comes with the finest
warranty available — one full year
parts and labor, and a five-year
replacement program.

If your receiver or LNBC fails the
first year, send it back and we'll
replace it, usually within 24 hours.
In years two through five, you're
covered by the same rapid
replacement program for aflat
rate of $100 plus freight.
No other manufacturer can
back its receivers and LNBC's like
this, because no other satellite
supplier can match the reliability
of Standard's Agile line.
Find out more about the new,
lower cost of broadcast quality
reception as well as our full
satellite systems capabilities by
contacting:

Standard

Communications
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
800/243-1357
(In Calif. 800/824-7766 ext. 275)

Engineered to a new standard.
WorldRadioHistory

Washington Update

Steve Effros, CATA Executive Director

ed to "tiers" who agreed that the
city could regulate the rate of the
entire "package", are stuck for
the next two years. In any event,
the law goes on to say that the
only other rate that may continue
to be regulated, if it is already
CATA FILES COMMENTS
IN FCC "EFFECTIVE
COMPETITION"
RULEMAKING

T

he FCC has started the process
of trying to figure out what the
new cable law means. CATA is
filing comments in the proceeding
to try to help them out, although
we have our doubts! There are
lots of problems with what the
Commission is trying to do, not
the least of which is that there is so
little time to do it in. To begin
with, the FCC has been given a
deadline of 180 days to determine
where there is and where there is
not "effective competition" for
video services. This, in turn, will
determine where local authorities
will retain or lose their ability to
regulate the rates of cable television
systems in their community. The
way it works is this: the new law
says that any local regulation of
rates that was written into afranchise prior to December 29th,
1984, can stay in effect for the
next two years, so long as the only
thing that is regulated is rates for
"basic service" is defined as
"...any tier which includes the retransmission of local television
broadcast signals". The rate regulation provision of S.66 makes it
clear that this includes any tiers
that might also include the carriage
of local broadcast signals—so those
folks selling "packages" as oppos34
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written in the franchise, is the rate
for the initial installation or rental
of one set of the minimum equipment necessary for the subscriber's
receipt of basic cable service.
All of this is well and good—
the bottom line is that you are
deregulated in two years if you are
in asituation where your franchise
already regulates the things mentioned above, and you are deregulated now for anything else that
might be in the franchise regarding
rate regulation. There is one
hooker, however; the law also
says that rate regulation will be
permissible in the future at least to
the degree of regulating "basic
cable service" if the FCC determines that the cable system is not
subject to "effective competition".
What the heck is "effective competition"? That's what the Commission is trying to determine in
the current rulemaking, along with
alot of other stuff which we will
get into in aminute.
You have to get some historical
perspective on all this to understand where the FCC is heading,
and how it may affect you. First,
however, let's make it clear that
none of these rules, whatever they
wind up to be, REQUIRE rate
regulation—they will only define
those communities where rate
regulation will be allowed in the
future (under new franchise agreements) or will be allowed to
continue under existing franchise
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agreements. Also, the Commission
is empowered under the law to set
rules and regulations for how the
rates may be regulated—we will
discuss that in more detail later
too.
Regulation of rates in the cable
industry has had along and checkered history. There was very little
rate regulation when the industry
started out. As systems moved
into the more metropolitan areas,
and as the hype regarding cable
television grew in the late 60's and
early 70's, regulation of all types
increased exponentially—cable
was the new game in town. When
the FCC got into the act in 1972 it
created aset of franchise regulations that included rate regulation.
The Commission focused on those
areas where cable was the only
source of video programming, and
the market power such cable
operators had to justify the rules.
In the mid '70's, however, the
Commission eliminated the mandatory rate regulation rules saying
that the intervening years had
convinced them that such regulations were not needed, and indeed
there was even some suggestion of
banning rate regulation. FCC
decisions made it clear that from
their point of view, in most
instances, rate regulation was not
necessary and that cable operators
had not been shown to be abusing
their market position.
Then along came S.66. In its
Senate version there was aclear
statement of deregulation of rates,
but not in areas that had less than
four broadcast signals, including
the three networks. That provision
was found to be unacceptable in
the House, when H.R. 4103 was

drafted, and it was changed to say
that the only place regulation
would be allowed to continue is in
those areas where "effective competition" did not exist, as determined by the FCC. The House
Report on the legislation makes
clear that simply relying on the
number of broadcast signals in the
area may not be sufficient—that
such questions as other video
competition, and penetration rates
may also play apart. The Report
also says that the Commission
may change the definition of "basic
cable service" if it thinks that is
necessary to accomplish the goal
of protecting those who would
otherwise be unprotected from
the voracious cable industry in
those areas where there is no
"effective competition".
So here we are—the Commission is trying to define what
"effective competition" is in order
to determine where rate regulation
of cable television will be allowed.
At the same time they are trying to
determine what that rate regulation
will entail.
Unfortunately, the Commission,
in CATA's view, got off on the
wrong foot right from the start.
They suggested that the appropriate
test might be whether there are
four signals in the area, including
the three networks. Leaving aside
the questions of whether they are
talking about "Grade B", or "Must
Carry" or "significant viewing"
as the standard to determine
whether asignal is in the area at
all, it seems to us ironic that they
would start with ameasurement
that was explicitly thrown out by
Congress in its deliberations. After
all, the Senate accepted the House

conclusion that the "4-signal, 3network" equation was not necessarily the right one to use; otherwise S.66 would have contained
that measurement. It does not. So
why did the FCC start there, and
propose that standard? We won't
speculate. We will just point out
why it is absolutely the wrong
standard. Who is the FCC, or any
governmental entity, for that
matter, to suggest that "competition" does not exist unless the
three "national networks" ase
viewable? Is the FCC now in the
employ of the three networks?
(Some would suggest that has
been the case for along time—we
don't think so, we think it is just an
old, hard-to-shake, habit). What
if, for instance, aviewer can get
ABC, CBS, aMetromedia Station,
owned by Group W, and another
from PBS? Is there really aserious
suggestion that there is no "effective competition". What that does,
in essence, is guarantee the perpetuation of an oligarchy. It
assures, through continued and
varied rules by the government,
that a special few get special,
favored treatment. It's abad idea.
CATA maintains that if there is
to be any standard of "effective
competition" that includes a
number of broadcast signals available, then there should be no
reference to the type of ownership
of the program souce. To do
otherwise leads to serious First
Amendment questions. What if
the commission decided that the
only places having "effective
competition" are those where a
particular religious broadcaster is
available over the air. After all,
considering the competition on

cable television for channels by
religious programmers some could
make such an argument. And
what about the reverse of the
argument—that is that the Commission should not have granted
broadcast licenses to anyone other
than network affiliates in areas
where all three are not available
so as to assure the public of
receiving the three networks. Can
you imagine the indignant howls
that would be heard if the Commission adopted that type of rule!
Yet here they are proposing a
measurement based on the same
premise. It's a bad premise, and
we are opposing it.
So far as CATA is concerned, if
there are ANY broadcast stations
viewable in the area, then there is
"effective competition". After all,
we are required to carry such
signals on the premise that we are
competition to them, so why not
view the same competition in
reverse? One available signal,
particularly with the added availability of anyone who wants it to
buy asatellite earth terminal, or a
video tape recorder or MDS, DBS
and the like, should be sufficient
to allow cable to take its rightful
place in the free marketplace. If
the Commission, for what it perceives to be social policy reasons,
wants to assure particular types of
programming to all people in the
United States, then it can do so by
more selective granting of the
broadcast spectrum under its
charge. Not by warping the marketplace for cable television.
The other key part of the
"effective competition" portion
of the rulemaking has to do with
(continued on page 38)
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eNritradition
N
Exhibition Events

th

eCommunity Antenna Television Association has atradition of
friendly and informative annual
conventions in family-oriented
facilities with entertainment, recreation and historic American culture.
The tradition connues when
CATA'85 hosts the Association's
members and guests at the
Opryland Hotel in Nashville, June
17-19.
Focus on the Management and
Technology of America's Cable
Television Systems
With decades of experience in
building CATV systems serving
millions of subscribers, there is a
lot to learn by attending CATA'85.
But even with this sound foundation and experience, there is still
more to know in order to carry
CATV into the years ahead.
CATA'85 will host panels and
speakers addressing the legislation,
regulation, and political issues
before the cable TV industry.
Experts will also speak on management topics, such as marketing,
programming, franchise renewal,
and financing altera:ives.

Visiting exhibitors in arelaxed
and friendly atmosphere without
competing events and conflicting
schedules is amuch more inviting
experience at CATA'85 than at
many CATV industry events. Light
food fare, beverage service,
informative hands-on demos and
programs and CATA's popular
Consultant's Corner will be
available in the CATA'85 Exhibit
Hall with more than 75 firms
supplying hardware, programs and
CATV-related services
displaying their wares.
Time to visit old friends and
make new ones is important, but
time to learn from important
supplier and vendor resources is
the real value of exhibition and
meeting events. At CATA'85, you
will receive that value.

Family, Spouse And CATAkids
Those are important traditions
to CATA, so a full array of
family-oriented programs will be
available during the 1985 annual
meeting. Tours and shopping
excursions, personal development
courses, exercise classes and visits
to historic locations in the vicinity
will be available. Programs for
fun and education are planned for
the CATA'85 kids. Opryland,
America's only musical showpark,
the Grand Ole Opry, stars and
excitement are parts of CATA'85.
Hospitality With Style
The CATV industry is famous
for hospitality and there'll be plenty
of suites and parties during
CATA'85.
The hospitality and tradition of
the Opryland Hotel is also famous,
world-wide. It shows in everything
from the fireplaces in the lobby,
the beautiful staircases and appointments throughout the hotel, to the
magnificent Conservatory with a
beautifully landscaped Victorian
garden beneath more than two
acres of skylights.
The Opryland Hotel offers
CATA'85 members and guests a
dazzling mix of accommodations,
restaurants, entertainment, shops
and services with everything just
steps from the door of your hotel
room.

And, since without the hardware
and technology it would be impossible to have an efficiently operated
system, technicW and engineering
specialists, many who are owner/
operators, will lead seminars an
CATV technology.

Sponsored by
Community Antenna
Television Association,
Fairfax, Virginia
Li
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(continued from page 35)
sure they will be.
If that were the only problem
one set of numbers could be established periodically, either by an we had to deal with right now at
outside body or by the FCC itself the FCC, it would be areasonable
and
the issue would be done with. task. Unfortunately, the Commisthey are part of S.66. First, no
Also, we disagree with the "plus sion decided to throw awhole lot
matter whether you are in an area
or
minus 10%" concept. Every of other questions into the pot at
whithout "effective competition"
city official, given the opportunity the same time. Now in reality, a
or not, you may automatically
(assuming there is adispute over lot of these questions simply do
raise your rates by up to 5% per
the proposed rate of the operator not have to be answered right
year. We have gone over that in
in the first place) will automatically away, but the Commission has
earlier issues. Second, if you submit
go for the minus 10% position. If decided to deal with them all at
arate request and it is not acted
there is an average nationwide once. In essence they have asked
upon within 180 days, you can
rate, then let us have it—and there in what other ways does the new
automatically assume it is granted.
should be no "maximum"—that law impact on the FCC and its
Now, where do we go from there?
is aquestion for the city and the rules, and what other rules must
Well, the FCC and Congress have
cable operator to decide—the pur- be changed to meet the definitions
recognized now that cable is not,
and should not be regulated as a pose of the limitation is to assure of the new law?
For instance, there is adifference
common carrier. Thus, "rate of that the franchising authority does
not abuse the rate regulatory power between the FCC definition of a
return" type regulation is out.
by using it as a lever for other cable television system and the
The Commission has suggested
things. That is accomplished by S.66 definition. Hence, according
some form of "comparability"
imposing alower end—the nation- to the proposal in the rulemaking,
test. They are saying, for instance,
al average — it has nothing to do from now on, if you are asignal
that if you can find three similarly
with an "upper end". This entire distribution entity that only distrisituated systems (with regard to
exercise is one in assuring that the butes broadcast signals and nothing
size, channel capacity, etc.) and
you determine the average of their
cable subscriber has some protec- else, you will no longer be contion against the use of rate regula- sidered a"cable system" and will
basic cable rate, then the communtion as apolitical tool by the city. not fall under the jurisdiction of
ity can regulate your rate. CATA
The proposal we are making to the FCC. This is somewhat ironic
thinks the FCC is on the right
the Commission accomplishes both since when all this started the
track there, but we would make it
objectives with aminimum of fuss Commission said it had jurisdiction
even simpler.
and ease in administration. Of BECAUSE you were carrying
First of all, determining "comcourse we think disputes would broadcast signals—but never mind
parable" systems may be a real
problem. We could see some cities go to the FCC for resolution, but that, now if all you carry are
we doubt, given the simplicity of broadcast signals, you will get out
fighting over that for months.
the system, that many disputes from under the jurisdiction of the
Why not do it the opposite way—
FCC and S.66 Some think that is
would arise.
use astatistical norm that includes
It seems clear to us that if the good, others point to the renewal
as many systems as possible. That
regulations are properly drawn, provisions, the rate provisions and
is, the average rate for 12 channel
the fact that rate regulation will so on and say they are fearful that
systems, nationwide, 20 channel
remain in effect, or at least poten- the cities will try to over regulate
systems, 35, and so on. The inclusion of alarge number of systems tially available to those city officials those folks. The Commission
who think they need it, will not estimates that there are about 600
in the statistical group would guarantee that such variables as the adversely affect cable operators— systems that fall into that category.
age of the system, the demographic so long as those rules are properly We don't think their numbers are
area, the penetration, and so on drawn. CATA is working to make right, but it doesn't really matter

what the rules should be in those
areas where rate regulation is allowed to continue. Two parts of
the rule are already known, since

38
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would all be evened out. Further,
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since the choice is up to you. If
you are one of those systems and
you want to maintain the "protections" you perceive under the
law, all you have to do is add a
signal, any signal, that is not a
broadcast signal—bingo, the loophole is closed. We would rather
have the option on our side than
on theirs!
Another rule change they are
talking about is one that appears
to be almost mandatory under the
new law, and it could be areally
bad one. The cross-ownership
waivers that have been requried in
rural areas for cable system/
telephone company operations
have been nearly automatic over
the past several years EXCEPT in
those areas where the telco wants
to get into an area where an
independent cable operator already
exists. That exception is about to
go by the boards. Now the real
danger here is with the telephone
co-ops and the municipally owned

immediately! We are going to be
monitoring this very closely, and
we intend to keep the Commission
and Congress informed of everything that takes place.
There are lots of other questions
raised by the rulemaking, and we
will go over more of them next
month, along with indications of
where the Commission might be
going. But as with everything else
involved with this new law, the
ultimate answers will have to wait
for a while as the lawyers, the

don't exactly know where we
want to go. There is acertain shift
in the perception that the entire
law must be re-written, that was
perceived as not politically viable.
But after that there was little
consensus. John Malone of ICI,
and the head of the NCTA Copyright Committee suggested that there
would be little to stop the CRT
from increasing the "3.75%" signals
to 5% this year. But he urged the
industry not to give up fighting the
copyright fight—he didn't have to
courts, and everyone else sorts out aim that comment at CATA
what all this means. Stay tuned.
members! CATA Board member
Dick Gessner was also on the
SOME NEW IDEAS FROM
panel and he made that clear! Len
THE WEST
Tow, of Century Communications,
The Western Show this year and the fellow most vocally against
had more than a little to recS.66, made clear his concern that
ommend it. It was the first major any legislation would result in a
show following the passage of new bill that we may like less than
S.66, and therefore there was lots
the one we have now. Len tends to
and lots of analysis of the new bill
be very gun-shy of any legislative
(tempered with the understanding
solution to anything suggesting
that no matter who was talking
that as soon as you get into
telcos. They have an exemption and how closely they were assoCongress you are likely to get a
from the pole attachment regula- ciated with the creation of the bill, "runaway" bill. Carolyn
tions, and this new change could NOONE knows what the Courts Chambers, of Chambers Commugive them an absolute free hand to are going to read into, or not read nications, on the other hand,
take access to the poles away from into the law once it is actually suggested that now may be the
local cable operators and then get tested). It also was atime to open right time for aCopyright effort
into the business themselves with the discussion on what, exactly, because she believes that the
no recourse on our part at the the cable industry wants to do in broadcasters may now be ready to
FCC. Of course if anyone tries the coming year regarding Copy- "deal" with cable. We won't hold
such astunt, you can be sure there right.
our breath on that one!
will be an instant antitrust action
CATA's Steve Effros moderated
In any event, at another panel,
against them, and we will be on afascinating panel that laid out all where House Copyright SubCapitol Hill in one minute flat to the possible alternatives and then committee Chairman Kastenmeier
get the law changes! So keep a discussed them in detail. It was a was asked whether it would be
close eye on that situation, and if good opportunity to air the issue possible to get abill dealing only
you see any instances of abuse, or thoroughly and see whether there with the "inequities" in the copyeven potential anticompetitive was yet any consensus in the cable right law through Congress without
behavior on the part of atelco that industry as to what to do. The not
it becoming a"runaway", he said
looks like it might want to get into terribly surprising answer at this
yes—it was "doable".
the cable business, let CATA know point was; no. That is, we still
Another open forum type of
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panel on the copyright
issue is scheduled for the Texas
Show, and both CATA and the
NCTA have top level meetings by
mid-February to formalize positions at least on the direction we
want to start heading in the coming
year. Whatever happens, it should
be interesting.
Speaking of interesting, there
were several new things on the
display floor at the Western Show
that caught our attention. One
new programmer was on hand,
The Discovery Channel—and for
our money we sure hope they

Nature of Things" and "Nova".
Well, it seems that two enterprising
young guys have gone primarily
to Canada and Australia (both
known for their excellent production of these types of shows)
and gotten the rights to lots of
programming. They now hope to
put it up on satellite for all of us to
deliver to subscribers. It looks
very interesting—the type of programming, like C-SPAN, that the
industry can be proud to deliver
into our subscribers' homes—this
is the type of stuff that can sell

work out. The channel is proposed
to be advertiser supported, and it
will run exclusively nature and
science type programming—you
know, the type of thing you see
occasionally on PBS such as "The

those folks who haven't been sold
on cable yet! Watch for it.

(you can get one at K-Mart for
under $100)! The folks at Cable
Graphic Sciences have come up
with aprogram of graphics in four
regions per page with 16 color
options! It's got acrawl and can
insert time and day automatically
if you want. It is so simple to use
even CATA's very non-technical
staff could figure out how to
program the thing, and the screen
presentation looked absolutely excellent— especially for the price.
We will have adetailed article on
this device soon by Ray Miller, a
CATA member who has been

actively involved from the operatAnother thing that caught our or's end in using this device. But if
you can't wait (Ray is not the
eye, and should be a"must see"
fastest
writer in the world) contact
for everyone at CATA '85, is a
new character generator package John Giarmarco at Cable Graphic
Sciences, (209) 292-0246. He'll
using, of all things, the Atari 800

3.9 Meter Earth Station Antenna
• Weather Scan 3.9 meter high performance, fiberglass earth station
• Featuring ahigh efficiency prime focus feed system,
this TVRO delivers 42 db gain at 4 GHz
• Availabilities include dual polarized or optional
retrofit multi-feed
• The stand is EL-AZ type with 360° AZ adjustment
and 5° to 70° EL adjustment
Recommended by many satisfied customers and
qualified engineers. Used by TV stations for
rebroadcast

SATELLITE RECEIVERS
Complete head-ends

Weather Scan, Inc. ®

receivers, modulators, LNA's,
equipment racks, cable and fittings

Another R. H. Tyler Enterprise
Loop 132 and Throckmorton Highway
Olney, Texas 76374

40
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KFANHARDIZE
WITH THE NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR CATV SYSTEMS — GRAPHIC SYMBOLS
In order to help you standardize your grid and map preparation Television Publications is now
offering a brochure of National Standards for CATV systems Graphic Symbols.
The symbols in this publication present cable television systems
operators and engineers with a uniform means of
schematic and system map design throughout
the Cable Television Industry. Order one
for each of your operators and
engineers and get
standardized !

YES! IWANT THE NATIONAL STANDARDS FOR CATV SYSTEMS - GRAPHIC SYMBOLS GUIDE
SEND TO:
NAME

SYSTEM NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE

PRICES
5.00 each
40.00 for 10 guides

CITY
PLEASE SEND

STATE
SYMBOLS GUIDES. ENCLOSED IS $

ZIP

90.00 for 25 guides

FOR MY ORDER.

MAIL TO: TELEVISION PUBLICATIONS, INC. SUITE 106 4209 NW 23 OKLA. CITY OKLA. 73107 405/947-7664
WorldRadioHistory

CITIZENS BAND INTERFERENCE
COMMITTEE
DIAGNOSTIC WALL CHART

Cale

CC COMPLI ANCE TESTS
B ECTIVE EVALUATIO
N
SYSTEM bVALL CHART
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FM

VIDEO

TRANSMISSION

WALL

CHART

se.

re,

teet-e.u;;.

—

Tisis chart gives you a basic introduction to FM transmis
site., helping you to recognize particular distortions or set up
problems, whether observed with owaveform monitor or o video monitor.

•••••

•••••.•.•"...e.•

HEADEND/INTERFFRENCE WALL CHART — has more than 20 off -the .screen photos of
typical (mid not so typical) off-air headend type problems. Each is identified, end with this chart you
can zero in on keadend problems in one big hurry. Explains what headend intereference looks like and leads you
to solutions to eliminate 0.
FCC TESTS WALL CHART -- is the indurtry's best training tool for teaching system employees how to recognize everything from cross.

y•••

I•••Cte.•

*Yea

mod to HumMod. Has more than 60 off -the-screen photos of typical plant problems; things like Hum Mod (with calibration), signal to noise, co-

.." 7,

channel and more.
CI INTERFERENCE WALL CHART - leads you quickly and painlessly to cures ta Ce interference.
COST FOR EACH IS:

$10.00 or I $35.00 set of 4.

NAME
ADDRESS
CO. NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZIP

STATE

for the items marked below.

Iam enclosing a check for $

LI A — F.M. Video Transmission Chart
E B — CBIC — Citizens Band Interference Committee Diagnostic Chart
E C — FCC Compliance Tests Subjective Evaluation System Chart
E D — Head End Signal Quality Evaluation Comparison Chart
Mail to: CATJ Magazine
Suite 106, 4209 N.W. 23rd
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Okla. City, Okla. 73107

tell you about it—just tell him that
you heard about it from CATA.
Now we're not saying there aren't
alot of other excellent character
generators on the market. There
are. But for the small operator just
getting into ad sales, for instance,
this price can't (or hasn't yet to
our knowledge) be beat!
A third "honorable mention"
for exhibitors at the Western Show
has to go to Zenith. Those folks
understand consumers, and that's
who our subscribers are!. They
have come out with two new neat
devices for their baseband addressable system (the Z-Tac) which
make the system alot more "user
friendly", to steal a computer
phrase, for those folks who own
video tape recorders. As we have
mentioned in these pages before,
we think that VCRs are not really
athreat to cable, but an opportunity.
The folks who tape programs for
later viewing (time shifting) want
as much variety to choose from as
we can deliver. And, as we have
also suggested before, the promotional cry of this industry should
be: "WE DELIVER"! Why should
folks have to go to astore, pick up
atape, bring it home, watch it on a
particular night, then get it back to
the store the next day when they
have the opportunity to simply
tape the show that we deliver to
them and view it any time and as
many times as they want for no
additional cost! Well, one problem
has been that the converter is not a
friendly device when it comes to
VCRs. You can't (or couldn't)
tape one show while watching
another— you couldn't program
your machine to tape different
shows on different channels while
you were away because the con-

verter didn't switch channels too!
Well, Zenith has worked out both
problems. A new little box between the converter and the VCR
allows you to tape one channel and
watch another (just not two
scrambled channels at the same
time). And the smartest solution
to the "programmable" problem
we have seen is also the simplestthey are coming out with aremote

control unit that has atimer right
in it. So you can program the
converter for the same days and
channels you program the VCR
for! Very clever, Zenith—hats off
to you. We understand other
manufacturers will soon announce
similar add-ons, and we applaud
them all for helping cable help our
subscribers. That, after all, is the
name of the game.

TERRESTRIAL
INTERFERENCE.

ASTI is the first complete
professional handbook on the
avoidance, diagnosis and suppression of microwave terrestrial interference (TI) at
TVRO earth stations. This 250
page comprehensive volume
was compiled by an engineering team headed by Glyn
Bostick, President of
Microwave Filter Company,
with valuable input from many

industry leaders such as
California Amplifier and Scientific Atlanta. The result of their
effort is an in-depth exploration
of such topics as equipment
selection for minimizing TI
susceptibility, use of natural
and artificial shielding, system
filtering, and many other cost
effective techniques! Send this
coupon now to receive our
free brochure on ASTI, and
get TI out of the picture!

BANISHED.

(11 YES! Send me the Free brochure on the ASTI Handbook!
El YES! Send me the ASTI Handbook. My payment of
$125 is enclosed:
fl Check
11 Money Order
Name
Phone
Company Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Send to: CATJ Magazine,
4209 N.W. 23rd St., Suite 106, Oklahoma City, OK, 73107
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Showcase
TFC INTRODUCES
NEW RADIATING
TRANSMISSION LINE
A new radiating cable that functions as a transmission line and
also as an antenna for receiving
and transmitting signals has recently been introduced by Times
Fiber Communications, Inc. This
cable, called TRC-500R, allows a
small amount of signal to radiate
out to the surrounding environment as it transmits the signal to
other areas of an office building,
subway tunnel, or parking garage.
This radiated signal can be received by pagers and walkietalkies. The cable can also be
used as areceiving antenna, pick-

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
INTRODUCES ADVANCED
ADDRESSABLE SET-TOP

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., has introduced its new Model 8550 addressable set-top terminal, designed to
maximize the benefits of addressability by providing exceptional
security and downloading flexibility. The high-performance
Model 8550 and its related control
equipment offer user-friendly and
efficient software, large capacity
for premium programming and
pay-per-view events, remote diagnostic capabilities, subscriber
conveniences, business management interface and extensive security features.

All authorizations and frequency
allocations are downloaded into
the terminal's non-volatile memory
from the headend. Dynamic switched sync suppression further enhances the security of the Model
8550. Additional security features
include arefresh timer signal, default frequencies, alegal terminal
test and remote enable/disable of
remote control units from the
headend.
Remote diagnostic capabilities
can indicate the presence or absence of the data carrier, purposeful deactivation of the unit, tampering with the descrambler,

ing up signals from small transmitters in remote shielded areas
of a building or other structure.
TRC-500R offers low and stable
attenuation of the transmitted signal. Most radiating cables are extremely sensitive to the environment and their transmission loss
increases tremendously if located
in aconductive area such as water,
conductive soil or steel reinforced
concrete. The patented approach
used in TRC-500R results in a
cable that can be buried in conductive soil or even laid through
water and still have the same
downline attenuation as when
mounted in the air on poles. The
attenuation loss of TRC-500R is
about the same as afully-shielded
coaxial cable of equal size.
TRC-500R is available in both
50 ohm and 75 ohm impedances

"We feel that in order to make
addressability viable, we, as a
manufacturer, must provide a
combination of reliability and ease
of integration," says Stephen K.
Necessary, marketing manager

able for installation in plenum
areas, avery important feature as
no cable will radiate signals if
installed in conduit. Female N

Subscriber Products. "We have
focused on maintaining reliability
while making the 8550 easier to

phase lock loop or non-volatile
memory and other status information.
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. (NYSE),
is a worldwide manufacturer of
communications products, defense systems and test instruments
for industrial, telecommunications
and government applications.

integrate by removing the PROM

For additional information con-

type connectors are also available.
For further information, contact
Craig Tyler, 1-800-243-6804; in

and providing self-diagnostics."
The advanced design of the
Model 8550 set-top terminal has
eliminated the need for a PROM.

tact: J. Larry Bradner, Generas
Manager, Distribution, Data and
Subscriber Products Division
(404) 925-5536.
•

and is supplied with aflame retardent jacket. A version is also avail-

Connecticut, call (203) 265-8800 e
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SCIENTIFIC-ATLTA
PUBLISHES 1984/1985

BUDCO OFFERING
LEMCO TOOLS

CABLEMART CATALOG
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., has
published its expanded 1984/
1985 Cablemart catalog. The 80page catalog describes the complete line of new and remanufactured cable television equipment available from Cablemart,
Scientific-Atlanta's regional retail
cable equipment outlets. Included
are headend electronics, receivers, distribution products, earth
stations, coaxial cable and product
accessories.
New products featured in the
catalog include bonded drop
cable, in awide range of configurations, and acomplete line of Gilbert
connectors. The new catalog is
available by writing to ScientificAtlanta, Inc., Box 105027, Dept.
A/R, Atlanta, GA 30348.

Cablemart facilities have also
been expanded. The Atlanta location has moved to alarger facility
at 1650 International Boulevard,
Norcross, GA 30093. Cablemart
facilities in Dallas, Texas, and San
Francisco, California, are tied
together by computerized inventory and order entry systems.
Cablemart, a service of
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., provides
quick response to orders for
CATV equipment. Customers may
place orders by phone using Cablemart's toll-free customer service
lines. Orders are shipped within
24 hours, based on approved
credit and items in stock.
For additional information
contact: H. Michael Smith/
General Manager, Cablemart
404- 925-5696.
•

Budco, Inc., amajor supplier of
taplocks and tags to the cable TV
industry, now offers LEMCO
TOOLS for splicing and installation to compliment their taplock
line. Although Budco is afull line
distributor of Lemco Tools, they
have in inventory, immediately
available, acomplete line of Lemco
splicing and installation tools.
For more information and afree
catalog, write or call:
Budco, Inc.
4910 E. Admiral Place
Tulsa, OK 77115
1-800-331-2246 (toll free)
1-918-836-3111
(collect-Oklahoma)

•

FIBER OPTIC/CAT''
SPLICE & CONNECTOR GEL
AVAILABLE FROM CWY
An improved alternative to
silicon grease is available in gel
and convenient aerosol forms
exclusively for the cable television
industries from CWY Electronics,
Lafayette, IN.
The new product, manufactured
by Syncoe Chemical Corp., is
fiber optic/CATV splice and connector gel, and is designed to
protect splices, connectors, terminations and closures from moisture, mild acids, dust and dirt.
Splice and connector gel is totally
water proof and will not harden,
drip, melt or separate. Splice and
connector gel is a fully dielectric
compound which meets or exceeds the requirements of M IL-S8660B, Amend. 3. Non-toxic and
dermatologically safe, splice and
connector gel is available in 3-oz.

tubes.

electronics or pedestal interior

Also available from CWY is a
fortified version of splice and
connector gel called Barrier Cote,
aconvenient aerosol form. Barrier

splices.
For further information about
these and other Synco Chemical
Corp. products, contact CWY
Electronics, P.O. Box 489,
Lafayette, IN 47903, or call tollf
ree 1-800-428-7596. (In Indiana,
call 1-800-382-7526.)
•

Cote sprayed directly on the
equipment prevents oxidation and
corrosion and may be used to
protect any kind of outside
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CABLE LENGTH CHECKER
FROM CWY

An inexpensive, easy-to-use,
accurate cable length checker is
now available to the cable television industries exclusively from
CWY Electronics, Lafayette,
Indiana.
The Model 1500 cable length
checker (time domain reflectometer) can be used to locate opens
and shorts in any cable with a
constant velocity of propagation
including 50 ohm, 75 ohm, and 93
ohm cable and paired cable. Unlike
traditional time domain reflecto -

short. A conversion switch on the
front panel of the Model 1500

meters, the Model 1500 is easy to
use and requires no special
training.

rechargeable Ni -cad batteries, AC
adaptor, and can be powered by a

allows the user to select readout
in feet or meters.
Also, two digital switches on
the front panel allow easy opera-

12 volt DC car battery.
The Model 1500 is available at a
cost of $495 from CWY Electronics.

The Model 1500 features afourdigit display for the length of coaxial cable from 5m (15') to 2,000m
(6,500') which indicates whether
the cable termination is open or

ri excLus'`JE
Dtsinierron

CWY Electronics has been appointed the exclusive CATV and
MATV/SMATV distributor for the
Model 1500 cable length checker
from North American Soar Corporation. The Model 1500 cable
length checker (time domain reflectometer) can be used to locate
opens and shorts in any cable
with aconstant velocity of propagation and requires no special
training to use.
For further information, contact:

Lafayette, IN 47903, or call tollf
ree 1-800-428-7596. (In Indiana,
call 1-800-382-7626.)
•

Microdyne's C- and Ku-band
block downconverters are now
available without an attached lownoise amplifier (LNA). They can
be used with almost any LNA now
on the market.
The 1100 BDC-L downconverts
the 3.7-4.2 GHz or 10.95•-12.7 GHz
downlink signal to the 270-770
MHz range. The signal is then
sent to an 1100 DCR-1272-channel
receiver. The BDC-L is also compatible with Scientific-Atlanta's
6650 series receivers.
Microdyne's cable-powered
BDC-L downconverter is com-

1-800-428-5796 (toll free)

pletely weatherproof, and can be
antenna-mounted with the LNA,

CATJ

For further information, contact
CWY Electronics, P.O. Box 55191,

MICRODYNE'S BLOCK
DOWNCONVERTER NOW
AVAILABLE FOR USE WITH
MOST LNA'S

CWY Electronics
P.O. Box 4519
Lafayette, Indiana 47903
1-800-382-7526 (in Indiana)
44

tion of the cable nominal velocity
propagation setting from 0.01 to
0.99
The Model 1500 also features
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or mounted separately in close
proximity to the antenna. The
BDC-L uses a temperature compensated SAW resonator for ultimate frequency stability in any
environment, from -40° to +70° C.
For more information on the
BDC-L or any of Microdyne's
satellite communications equipment, call the Sales Department
at (904) 687-4633.
•

KU-BAND SATELLITE ANTENNAS
--- T

DATA SHEET DESCRIBES
KU-BAND SATELLITE
ANTENNAS FROM

Commercial-grade Antennas for Transmission and Reception of
Voice, Video or Data at Ku-band Frequencies

1.2 TO 5 METERS

A two-color,

two-page

data

sheet on Ku-band satellite antennas from 1.2 to 5 meters is now
available from Microdyne.
The data sheet contains descriptions,

photos and detailed

specifications of these commercial-grade antennas, along with
information on their respective
installation times and options.
Microdyne's Ku-band antennas
provide broadcast-quality transmission for many applications,
from teleconferencing and private

Microdyne's Ku-band satellite antennas provide broadcast quality transmission and reception of
voice, video and data at the 10.95-12.7 GHz Ku-band downlink and 14-14.56 uplink
frequencies.
Available in sizes of 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, 3, 3.66, and 5 meters, there is a field-proven Microdyne
antenna to suit any satellite communications application—from corporate communications and
teleconferencing to radio and TV broadcasting and cable television.
Our new 1.2, 1.8, and 2.4 meter parabolic reflectors are designed for teleconferencing and data
communications, as well as DBS video. With gains of 42, 46, and 48.5 dB respectively at 14.25
GHz, and 41.5, 45.2, and 47.5 dB at 12.7 GHz, these antennas provide professional performance
at a competitive price.
Microdyne's well-known 3, 3.66, and 5 meter antennas with precise surface tolerances provide
high gains and long service life. Our prime focus feed system gives superior side lobe
performance and reduces maintenance problems by
eliminating the need for pressurization. Their
elevation over azimuth pedestals, made of rugged
galvanized steel, have a full 360° azimuth range, while
elevation can be set anywhere
between 10° and 65°. Easily
assembled on site by Microdyne
personnel, these antennas can
be purchased with optional
hand-cranked or motorized
polar mounts.

communications to TV and radio
broadcasting.
For acopy of the data sheet and
information on other Microdyne
satellite equipment, call the Sales
Department, (904) 687-4633.

5-meler and
optIonal

Microdyne Corporation is a

Polar Mount

leading producer of satellite communications equipment for the
radio and television broadcasting,
cable television, teleconferencing
and

private communications

markets.

FEATURES
• High Gains
• Precision-molded Surface
• Superior Side Lobe Performance
• Prime Focus Feed
• Fiberglass Construction

Ug
MICRODYNE

•

MICRODYNE'S NEW COMMERCIAL-GRADE 1.2 AND 1.8 METER
ANTENNAS FOR C- AND KUBAND APPLICATIONS

tively, and receive gains of 31.5
and 35 dB.
These single-piece antennas are

Microdyne's new 1.2 and 1.8
meter antennas for C- or Ku-band

molded from the same material as
Microdyne's well-known 5 and 7

provide high-quality transmission

meter antennas. Their small size

and reception of Single Channel

makes them extremely rigid, re-

Per Carrier (SCPC) broadcasts,

sulting in superior gains, and they

low-density data, and teleconfer-

can be easily assembled on site in

encing.

1 man-hour.

The 1.2 and 1.8 meter antennas
have Ku-band transmit gains of

Microdyne Corporation is a
leading producer of satellite com-

Microdyne's commercial-grade 1.2 (left)
and 1.8 meter antennas (right) for C- or
Ku-band provide high-quality transmission
of Single Channel Per Carrier (SCPC)
broadcasts, low-density data, and teleconferencing.

42 and 46 dB respectively, and

munications equipment for the

receive gains of 41.5 and 45.2 dB.

radio and television broadcasting,

For more information, contact

cable television, teleconferencing

Microdyne at P.O. Box 7213,

For C-band, the 1.2 and

1.8

meter antennas have transmit

and

gains of 35.2 and 38.5 dB respec-

markets.

private communications

Ocala, FL 32672 or call (904)
687-4633.
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Associate Roster
Note: Associates listed
with •are Charter Members.

Alpha Technologies
1305 Fraser St. D-G,
Bellingham, WA 98225
206-671-7703
(M9, Standby Power
Supplies)
AMCOM, Inc.,
Bldg. E, Suite 200,
5775 PeachtreeDunwoody Rd., N.E.,
Atlanta, GA 30342
404-256-0228
(S9, Brokering &
Consulting)
•Anixter Communications,
4711 Golf Road,
Skokie, IL 60076
312-677-2600
(D1)
Arts & Entertainment
Network
555 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10017
212-661-4500
(S9)
Av -Tek, Inc., Inc.,
Box 188,
Aurora, NE 68818
402-694-5201
(M8)

Blonder-Tongue Labs, Inc.,
1Jake Brown Rd.,
Old Bridge, NJ 08857
201-697-4000
(M1, 2, 4, 5)

Cable Constructors, Inc.,
Iron Mountain, MI 49801

CATEL,
Patrick Henry Dr. ,
Santa Clara, CA 95054
408-988-7722
4800

Capscan, Inc.
P.O. Box 36,
Adelphia, NJ 07710303-773-3821
1-800-CABLETV or
222-5388
(M1, 3, 4, 5)

CBN Cable Network,
CBN Center
Virginia Beach, VA 23463
804-424-7777
(S9)

•C-Cor Electronics, Inc.,
60 Decibel Rd.,
State College, PA 16801
814-238-2461
(M1, 4, 5, Sl, 2, 8)

CWY Electronics
405 N. Earl Ave.,
Lafayette, IN 74904
1-800-428-7596
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The Disney Channel
500 S. Buena Vista
Burbank, CA 91521
213-840-5080
(S4)
Ditch Witch,
P.O. Box 66,
Perry, OK 73077
1-800-654-6481
(M9)

The Drop Shop Ltd., Inc.,
Box 284,
Roselle, NJ 07203
1-800-526-4100 or
1-800-227-0700 (West)
(D3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
M5, 6, 7, 8, 9 Plastics)
Durnell Engineering Inc.,
Hwy 4 So.
Emmetsburg, IA 50536
712-852-2611
(M9)

Eagle Com-Tronics, Inc.,
4562 Waterhouse Rd.,
Clay, NY 13041
1-800-448-7474
(M9, Pay TV Delivery
Systems & Products)

(M9, D1)

Cable Graphic Sciences(PA)
7095 N. Clovis Ave.
Clovis, CA 93612
209-297-0508
(M9 Character
Generators)

Broadband Engineering,505-662-5545
Inc.
Communications Equity
P.O. Box 1247,
Associates,
Jupiter, FL 33458
851 Lincoln Center,
1-800-327-6690
5401 W. Kennedy Blvd.,
(D9, M4, S9)
Tampa, FL 33609
813-877-8844
(S3)

Budco, Inc.,
4910 East Admiral Place,
Tulsa, OK 74115
1-800-331-2246
(D9, Security &
Identification Devices)

Electron Consulting
Associates,
Box 2029,
Grove, OK 74344
918-786-5349
(M2, D1, Sl, 8)

ComSonics, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1106,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
1-800-336-9681
(M8, 9, S8, 9)
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Eastern Microwave, Inc.,
3 Northern Concourse,
P.O. Box 4872,
Syracuse, NY 13221
315-455-5955
(S4)

Electroline TV
Equipment, Inc.,
8750-8th Ave.,
St. Michel,
Montreal, Canada
H1Z 2W4
514-725-2471
(M4, 5, 7, 9, D7, 9)
ESPN,
ESPN Plaza,
Bristol, CT 06010
203-584-8477
(S9)

Group W Satellite
Communications
41 Harbor Plaza Dr.,
P.O. Box 10210,
Stamford, CT 06904
203-965-6219
(S4)
Harmon & Company
5660 S. Syracuse Circle
Greenwood Plaza,
Englewood, CO 80111
(S3)
Heller-Oak
Communications
105 W. Adams St.,
Chicago, IL 60603
1-800-621-2139 •7600
(S3)
Home Box Office, Inc.,
12750 Merit Dr.
Dallas, TX 75251
214-387-8557
(S4)
Ind. Co. Cable TV, Inc.,
P.O. Box 3799
Hwy. 167 N,
Batesville, AR 72501
501-793-4174
(D1)
"Jerry Conn Associates,
Inc.,
P.O. Box 444,
Chambersburg, PA 17201
1-800-233-7600
1-800-692-7370
(D3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)

KMP Computer
Services, Inc.,
135 Longview Dr.,
Los Alamos, NM 87544
(S4, 5)
Katek, Inc.,
215 Wood Ave.,
Middlesex, NJ 08846
201-356-8940
Klungness Electronic
Supply,
P.O. Box 547,
107 Kent Street,
Iron Mountain, MI 49801
1-800-338-9292
1-800-682-7140 (Mich)
(D1, 8, S2, 8)

Note: Associates listed
with •are Charter Members.

LAC Electronics, Inc.,
901 South Ave,
Horseheads, NY 14845
607-739-3844
(M7)
Larson Electronics, Inc.,
311 S. Locust St.,
Denton, TX 76201
817-387-0002
(M9 Standby Power)

Lifetime
1211 Avenue of the
Americas
4th Floor
New York, NY 10036
212-719-7230
(S9, Programming)

Lindsay America, Inc.
P.O. Box 15775
1202 B West 19th St.
Panama City, FL 32405
904-769-2321
MA/COM Cable Home
Group
P.O. Box 1729
Hickory, NC 28603
1-800-438-3331
(M2, 3, 7, S2)
Magnavox CATV Systems,
Inc.
100 Fairgrounds Dr.,
Manlius, NY 13104
315-682-9105
(M2, 3, 7, S2)

Microwave Filter Co.,
6743 Kinne St., Box 103,
E. Syracuse, NY 10357
1-800-448-1666
(M9 Bandpass Filter)

Oak Communications, Inc.
16516 Via Esprillo
Rancho Bernardo, CA 92127
619-451-1500

Panasonic Industrial, Co.,
One Panasonic Way
Secaucus, NJ 07094
201-392-4109

Distributors

Manufacturers

Service Firms

01-Full CATV equipment line

MI -Full CATV equipment line

SI -CATV contracting

D2-CATV antennas

M2-CATV antennas

S2-CATV construction

03-CATV cable

M3-CATV cable

S3-CATV financing

D4-CATV amplifiers

M4 -CATV amplifiers

S4-CATV software

05-CATV passives

M5-CATV passives

S5-CATV biting services

06 -CATV hardware

M6-CATV hardware

S6-CATV publ,shing

07 -CATV connectors

M7 -CATV connectors

S7-CATV drop installation

08 -CATV test equipment

M8-CATV lest equipment

S8-CATV engineering

09-Other

Mg-Other

S9-Other

Tele -Wire Supply Corp.,
7 Michael Ave.,
East Farmingdale,
NY 11735
516-293-7788
(D1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9)

Power and Telephone
Supply Company, Inc.
530 Interchange Drive
N.W.,
Atlanta, GA 30336
1-800-241-9996
(D1)
Quality RF Services, Inc.
825 Park Way, Suite 3,
Jupiter, FL 33458
305-747-4998
1-800-327-9767
1-800-433-0107 (In
Florida)
(M4, S9)
Regency Cable Products,
P.O. Box 379
Bernhards Bay, NY 13028
RMS Electronics
50 Antin Place
Bronx, NY 10462
1-800-223-8312
1-800-221-8857 (Poleline)
(M4, 5, 6, 7, 9)
Sadelco, Inc.,
75 West Forest Ave.,
Englewood, NJ 07631
201-569-3323
(M8)

Satellite Syndicated
Systems, Inc.,
P.O. Box 470684
Tulsa, OK 74147
918-481-0881
(S9)

•Texscan Corp.,
3102 N. 29th Ave.,
Phoenix, AZ 85017
602-252-5021
(M9 Bandpass Filters)
•Times Fiber
Communications,
358 Hall Avenue,
Wallingford, CT 06492
1-800-243-6904
(M3)
Tocom, Inc.,
P.O. Box 47066,
Dallas, TX 75247
214-438-7691
(M1, 4, 9 Converters)
*Toner Cable
Equipment, Inc.,
969 Horsham Rd.,
Horsham, PA 19044
1-800-523-5947
In PA 1-800-523-492-2512
also 1-800-523-5947 (PA)
(D2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

Triple Crown
Electronics, Inc.,
4560 Fieldgate Dr.,
Mississauga, Ontario,
Canada L4W 3W6
416-629-1111
Telex 06-960-456
(M4, 8)

Scientific Atlanta,
P.O. Box 105600
Atlanta, GA 30348
404-441-4000

Turner Broadcasting
System,
1050 Techwood Dr.,
Atlanta, GA 30318
404-898-8500

Showtime/The Movie
Channel, Inc.
1633 Broadway,
New York, NY 10019
212-708-1600
(S4)

TV Watch, Inc.,
1819 Peachtree Rd. N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30309
1-800-554-1155
(S9)

Telstar Marketing &
Consulting
C.T.H."F" 2930
Blue Mounds, WI 53517
608-437-5460
(S9)

United Press International
220 East 42nd St,
New York, NY 10017
212-682-0400
(S9 Automated News
SVC)

United Video, Inc.,
3801 South Sheridan Rd.,
Tulsa, OK 74145
1-800-331-4806
(S9)
USA Network
303 East Ohio Street
Time & Life Bldg. Suite 2701
Chicago, IL 60611
312-644-5413
(S9)
Viewstar, Inc.,
705 Progress Ave.,
Unit 53,
Scarborough, Ontario,
Canada M1H 2X1
416-439-3170
(M9 Cable Converter)
Vitek Electronics
710 Narragansett Park Dr.
Pawtucket, RI 02861
401-724-4400
Walsh, Walsh, Sweeney
& Whitney, S.C.
P.O. Box 1269,
Madison, WI 53701
608-257-1491
(S9)
Wavetek Indiana
5808 Churchman,
Beech Grove, IN 46107
1-800-428-4424
TWIX 810-341-3226
(M8)

Weatherscan,
Loop 132,
Throckmorton Hwy.,
Olney, TX 76374
817-564-5688
(D9, Sony Equip. Dist.,
M9 Weather Channel
Displays)
Western Towers
Box 2040
San Angelo, TX 76902
915-658-6539/653-5291
(M2, 9 Towers)

Zenith Radio Corp.,
1000 N. Milwaukee Ave.
Glenview, IL 60025
312-391-8195
(M1, 6)
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Classified
OPPORTUNITIES

ATTENTION!
SYSTEM MANAGERS—
TECHNICIANS

NEEDED
for system

to work and stay actively involved in

managers and technicians for our

the cable business. These systems

Excellent

opportunity

and

have good equipment to work with

Oklahoma. Need qualified personnel

and offer excellent situations to grow

systems
for these

in

Colorado,

Texas,

in the cable business. If interested,

Southwestern locations,

good working conditions and oppor-

send

tunity for the right people who want

indicated below.

resume to the

box

number

Box 71080

do

CATJ

4209 N.W. 23rd
Suite 106
Okla. City, OK 73107

CAT) Classified advertising is
offered as a service by CATA for
its membership.
Any member of
advertise in the
section FREE of
of 50 words per
per year.)

CATA may
CATJ classified
CHARGE (limit
issue -3 issues

NEW
VARIABLE RATE BONDS
MAKE IT
SMART TO
Ta
k

e
stock
inAmerica.

ek)

7:
e

eeete

Non-members should include full
payment with ad insertion.

CATJ

Director of Sales
Department of the Treasury
U.S. Savings Bonds Division
Washington, D.C. 20226

Name
Position

CAT)
4209 N.W. 23rd, Suite 106
Okla. City, Okla. 73127

CATJ classified advertising is offered as a service by CATA for its
membership.
ANY member of CATA may advertise in the CATJ classified section FREE of CHARGE (limit of 50 words per issue-3 issues per
year.)
CATA offers three types of memberships:
1.) Systems—paying regular monthly dues based on
number of system subscribers.
2.) Associate Members—pay an annual fee.
3.) Individual Members—pay an annual fee.
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rk' A Palk Sam., of Tnes Poecatfon

Ves, please send me Free information about the Payroll
Savings Plan.

NON MEMBERS may also use the
Classified Section at the rate of
50 cents per word with a
minimum charge of $20.00.

a

Company
Address
City

State

Zip

NON MEMBERS may also use the Classified section at the
rate of 50 cents per word with a minimum charge of $20.00. Add
$2.00 for blind-box. Non-members should include full payment
with the ad insertion.
Deadlines for all Classified Advertising is the 1st of the month for
the following month's issue.
Address all Classified material to: CATJ, Suite 106, 4209 N.W
23rd, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73107.
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The /./450 MHz Series

Rms CM DIVISION

WESTERN OPERATIONS:
2901 Garry Ave .Santa Ana, Calif. 92704.'7141 662-1041 CALL COLLECT

TELEPHONE OR WRITE
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

TOLL FREE (800) 223-8312

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC./CATV DIVISION

(212) 892-1000 Call Collect (New York State)

50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.Y. 10462

Copyright 1981 RMS Electronics. Inc

(Continental U S.A.. Puerto Rico. Virgin Islands)

WESTERN OPERATION: 2901 W. CARRY AVE, WorldRadioHistory
SANTA ANA, CA 92704, Call Collect (714) 662-1041.
Toll Free (800) 247-8435 —ir Calif. only; (800) 624-2511—Continental USA, Puerto Rico, US Virgin Islands, Alaska and Hawaii.

